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N_._NC IATURE

a half the width oF the container

b the izitlal height of the liquid

Cp COnstant presz:_ Specific :._a_, _uj _._ _-

Gr Grashof n,anber = g_(Ts-To)aZ/v _
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• T temp R
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u x-component of the velocity, ft/sec

v y-component of the velocity, ft/sec

U dimensionless x-component of the velocity I

x
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i NOMENCLATUhE (Continued)

i
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]
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-T
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AX grid siz_ in the axial direction
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AR " " " " R-direction

At time increment
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dissipation function for two dimensional incompressible flow
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: CHAPTER i

_ Ii_RODUCTION

The phen_mer._nof natural convection in closed containers has beer.

"T
of considerr.bleinterest in er_ineering applications. It has been

_: utilized for the cocli_g of gas turbine blades by hollowing the blade

and connecting it to a reservoir of cooled fluid. The large centrifugal

force caused by the turbine rotary motion and the existence of temperature

gradients alor_ the blade axis cause the cold fluid near the reservoir

end to replace the hot fluid at the blade tip. The transfer of cold

! fluid to hot regions and vice-versa, and the cesulti_ cooling of the

! blades allow the use of higher temperature gases than can be tolerated
i
i.

by uncooled blades. As a result, higher turbine _fficlencies can be
"V

i obtained.

Natural convection in closed vessels with internal heat sources has

i ass,_v_edincreased importance in nuclear reactor cooling. Considerable

research has bee_ done on this problem.
i

In application to space flight, the phenomenon of natural convec-

tion heat and mass transfer within partially filled liquid containers

has become of considerable interest in connection with liquid propellant

tanks thermal stratification and associated processes. A great deal of

research has been directed towards the study of the process of heat and

mass transfer within such containers during the pressurized discharge

of a liquid propellant in an effort to optimize the tank design and the

determirmtion of the pressurant requirements as well as the selection

i
}
(
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L

of tLe o_erating parameters for large rocket vehicles. The pressurant
i.

requirement, the instantaneous mass flow rate, the burnout mass, which

is the mass of the propellant remain!n_ at the _nd of the discharge

: process, as well as the pressu_izatlon level ere among the important

parameters whose de_e-n_inatlon is of primarj importance to the designer.

The determination of these parameters and the design of the pro_ellant

tank feed systems require the understanding of several related pr-)cesses,

sach as pressurization, liquid stratification and the transfer of ma_s

and energy transfer at gas-li§uid and gas-solid interfaces. A compre-

hensive discussion of these processes has been published (i0).

Figure ].shows a schematic propellant feed system in which these

phenomena take place (_9).* The liquid oxygen (LOX) tank is pressurized

by a side stream of vaporized oxygen (GOX) from the LOX pumps. The

pressurant mass flow rate is controlled by a heat exchanger and pressure

regulating system. Heat is transferred between the high temperature

pressurant (C49X) and the liquid p_x)pellant at the llquid-vapor inter-

face. A_ a result, mass transfer i.e., evaporation or condensatlon,

takes place there. In the same time, heat exchange occurs behwee_] the

tank walls and both the liquid and gas phases. This latter mode of

heat transfer to the tank walls is caused by heat leakage from the am-

.h
bient, heating of the ta_ walls by solar radiation, by aerodynamic ,_

heating or a combination of them. These processes of heat and mass

*Numbers in parentheses indicate the references which are given at the
end.
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!
transfer give rise to temperature and concentration gradients within both

the gas and liquid. Natural convection flows are set up in both phases

du_ to density variations caused by temperature gradients. Heated

liquid near the tank wall is carried to the liquid-vapor interface,

causing a hot layer of liquid, known as the stratified layer, to form

at the liquid-vapor _nterface. The natural convection within the tank

influences the temperature as well as the concentration gradients, which

in turn control the process dynamics and the total pressurant consump-

tion. The pressure level within the tank is dependent upon the pressure

requirea to suppress pamp cavitation at the engine pump inlet. The net

positive suction head, NPSH, required to prevent pump cavitation is

directly related to the temperature of the stratified layer at the end

of hhe engine firing. Excessive temperature rise of the liquid would

require higher pressures, which may cause structural weight penalties.

i For example, in the case of liquid hydrogen a I°R increase in the liquid-

vapor interface produces approximately a 3 psi increase in tank pressure.

i
! As a result of stratification, _he pressure in cryogenic propellant con-

i tainers has been found to be significantly greater than thaz correspond-
".. .L

Ing to the vapor pressure at bulk (mixed) liquid temperature. The barn-

J.

out mass of pressurant is fixed by its mean temperature and pressure at

the end of the discharge process. It is desired to keep this mass at a I

minimum, i
The importance of the propellant feed system to the vehicle weight

has been studied by Neln and Thompson (41). A summary of their findings I

!
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is given in Fig. 2, which shows the relationshin between "vehicle

thrust 3nd the mass-pressure _atio of the pres_urant at the end of

[ ,engine firing for some rocket systems.: The result of this stud] re-

veals that should the tank pressure be increased, the burnout mass

i will be proportionatel_, increased. Such at, increase in tar__ _ressure

may be brought about by thermal stratification or by tank-layout con-

siderations. Cor,,parisonbetween the we".ghts of two similar vehicle

designs which incorporate these considerations has been made by Platt

et al., (49), and is given in Fig. 3.

A complete analysis of the mass and heat transfer interactions

! .
"bet%'een the gas and liquid phases as wel! as between these phases and

I the container which takes into consideration %he effect of natural
walls,

convection i_ presently unavailable.

!
In this work the analytical and ex_er_ental study of the two-

I dimensional, transient, laminar convection in partially
f:_ee filled

rectangular and cylinderical containers is undertaken. The geometry

! .
of the container, as well as the end effects invalidate the assumption

I of boundar_ layer flows. Therefore the boundary layer equations were

i not used. Instead, the full two-dimensiona_ energy and Navier-Stokcs
equations are considered. These equations are not amenable to mathe-

I matical treatment using the classical methods. Fu_nermore, Ostromov

(48) and Batchelor (8) found that neither the successive approximation
nor the series expansion are suitable for handling such equations for

!
'_
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arbitrary Prandtl Number, Pr, and Grashof Number, Gr. Accordingly, it

_.asdecided to utilize a numerical procedure using the finite-difference

approximation for the solution. The application of the finite-dif-

fe1_nce methods to the solution uf such systems _s not developed at

the start of this work. Therefnre An addition to the study of uhe

phenomena of natural convection pondthermal stratification, the study

of the application of finite-difference techniques to such systems was

unde-_aken. Considerable effort was given to the investigation of the

stability problem, which is associated with the use of these methods.

The analytical results are compared with those obtained experi-

mentally.

It is believed that the result of this research provides an improved

understandi,_ of the process mechanics of natural convection heat and

mass transfer in closed containers. The results and conclusions reached

concerning the use of the finite-difference method, for the solution of

the governing differential equations will add some useful informations
i

to the theory of numerical analysis.. It is hoped that the method of

solution developed here can be employed to study the natural convection

in propellant tanks in both the gaseous and the liquid phases and to

assist in the evaluation of associated processes such as interfaclal

ma_s and heat transfer.

t
!
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CqAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE L-TERATURE

J

[ Considerable r.revlous effor_ has oeen given to the study of natu_l

i [ convection heat and mass transfer. ._4anyproblems have been _olved for

different conditiors of geometry and boundary conditions. These studies

have been of analytical as well as of experimental nature. After the

initiation of this work several analytical and experimental papers were

published dealing with the natural convection in closed containers withT
i

free surfaces subject to side w_il heating. The _xperimenta] results

of Anderson and Koiar (i), showad that the stratification patt_,rn is de-

_- pendent upon whether the liquid heating is caused by side-wall heating,

bottom heating, r by. internal absorption c_ energy. The results ob-

tained by Neff (39) and those obtained by Vliet and Brogan (73) support

these conclusions. The experimental wsrk of Bar:.ett, et al., (7), which

is made in a l_l'ge cylindrical tank of the Saturn configuration, in-

dicahe tha£ the gas pressure has an important effect on the liquid hjdro-

•- gen stratification. They also p:'esented a semi-empirical correlation

for the axial tempezature profile,which ag.'.eeswith the test data.

Schwind and Vliet (98) and Vllet and Brogan (73) have taken schlleren

and shadowgraph pictures of the free convectlon with side-wall heating

at _r4rlous heat flux levels in rectangular containers with and without

o antl-slo_h baffles. Other experimental work include that o_ Van Wyien,

e_3_a__., (72), Fenster, et a_!l., (19), Ordln, et al.: (43), Scott, et al.,

9

J
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(_9), _:m (68) ant ._g..z (6_).

Base 1 on the e:_ertmenta! observ_lt Lons of the _.ture of the flow

a few models have been propsse_ for th,:analytical stud.vof the stratifi-

cation p_ocess. Most _f these a-.-.-iytic..,.lapproaches use _he assus_tion

of boundary laver flow v.l_ng the roll. '.be model common15, u_ed in these

analyses is s_own in Fig. 4. The heated _iquid flows upward r..lor_ the

wall in a thin layer of thickness 5 known as the boundary layer. The

-O

-" boundary layer ts assumed to be zero at x=O, and grows in thickness with

axial distance x. The heate_ :_iquldflows into the bottom of the stra-.>

_ tilled la_r. The unmixed bulk liquid is at the initial temperature and

is unifom. _he l_quid in the stratified l_yer is assumed to be eitherJr" .

_" mixed or unmixed.

_ Publications which adopt the essential features of the _odel in

Fig. % for unmixed stratified liquid, include Harper, et al. (_),

Z -" Telle:? and Harper (70), Schwind and WAiet (_8), Ruder (_), Harper, . !

_ et al. (2_), Tatol, et al. ((G), and Robbins and Rogers (_3). Other -_

s_udie.s tri.lting th5 case of mixed (stratifie¢) liquid include the work

i'_? of _iiey aid Fearn (3), Bailey, e__tal. _,9), and Arnett and Mill- .'.J

ai,_er (2).

_'" The influence of liquid slosh and some of the factors governing it

are reported by COAmand Tatom (13), Eu_._tz :'18) and Liu (_7)- An

_ - appraisal and evaluation of these works and others dealing with pres-

?

:_ - _uri_ation and interfaci_l phase changes has been given in Reference (i0).

_,-

_ _++--'-_"-'-_.-: ........ , ....... .
_ ..7'.
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!
_A-"nerefore the details of such analyses will be omitted. He'd'ever, i-

is important -o revie_ The a_su_ptlons introduced in constructini such

models. These are Li_r.ed _ faL'_-'s:

(i) :onstan_ and unifor_ ";_-iih=, t f.".axeg

(2) no i'n+erfaclzl heat an2 mass -ransf_r

(5) censtant axial acceleration

()') constant bu.1_ktemperature

(9) A boundary layer flo_ along the w_.!l; which is given by
steady staze, flat plate correlations.

(6) The bounda_-_- layer thickness is c-__.eivtde_endenu and is szail

compared to the cohtalner radius.

The complexity Df t_e situation leads tz the above simplifying asst'_mp-

tions. _-'_r,ese assumptions igno-e the influence of the time-transients zn

the bounfmry layer thickness as _el]. as on the velocizy dissrlbuticn in

the boundary layer. Furthermore _ne choice of the location of the axes, 7
i

Fig. 5, is done arbitrary. In addition to that, these models ignore

%

end effects, which _ay be _ol--_ant for vesse] dLxensions cor.parab!e to !

those used in flight vehicles i.e., length _o radius ratios near unity. _,

_kg_, flute surfaces and that in
! The szudy of rmtural convection _" _

encloced spaces has been studied by many investigators. _'_

" The case cf a ve'._ica] element L,.m-ersedin an infinite fluid in-

itially at rest has _ceived the most az_ention of many investlga_ors.

The tlme-steady l_uminar flow equations were first solved by Pohl/qa,.,en i

(90) for air. The experimental resul_s of Schmidt and Beckman (_I) are I

in good agreement with Poh]/lausen's soiu_ion, ia_er, Ostrach (_h) solved

the sa,:e _rob!em using uth.nericalmethods wi_h high spee_ digital cDmpu_er

for differu,lt values o2 P.n_ndtl n_mber I_nging from 0.01 to I000. i

!
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The transient free-convectlon from ve_.ical flat plates with and

without appreciable thermal capacity and variabl_ fluid propertie_ has

i been studied by different investigators for di_ere,,_ boundary conditions

(21,2.$,56,61,6_,66).

beitzke (34) considered _he steady state natural convection between

two parallel inf-nite flat plates oriented in the direction of body

T
fo_ce in which one plate is heated and the other is cooled uniformly.

The measured temperature distribution across the fluid is in good agree-

,]
meritwith the theorj. A generaliTmtion to _he same problem was carried

T

on by Ostrach (_,45) in which the plates are maintained at constant tem-

-T peratures not necessarily equal and the effect of heat source_ and frlc-

tional heating was included. As anticipated heat sources and viscous

! heating increase the temperatures and the velocities between the plates.

" The transient free convection in a duct formed by two infinite parallel

plates with arbitrary time variations in the wall temperature and the

[
heat generation was studie_ by Zeiberg and Mueller (76).

"__ The two dimensional steady-state convection in a long rectangle,

- of which the two long sides are vertical boundaries held at different
t

.temperatureand the two horizontal boundaries either insulated or .have

i, linear temperatare distribution, was considered by Batchelor (8). How-

ever, he did not solve for the velocity or temperature distribution.

But he considered the determination of the rate of heat transfer between

\
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the two vertical boundaries and gh_ type of different flow regimes that

occur for a given value of ttayieigh's numbpr ap.d aspect ratio. For

Rayleigh's numbers less than 103 Batchelor uses a power series expan-

) sion in terms of Payleigh's number Ra for the dimensionless temperature

[

_: @ and the stream function. On substitution of the power series in the

- governing differential equations P.nd equating coefficients of the like

p_wers of Be, the problem is reduced to the solution of a series of

,i linear partial differential equations. The Nu_selt number defined as

Nil = (q/A_/K(Th-Tc)

_. is estimated to be of the o'_er:

N'J = _l'd + i0TM Pa2

where: d is the distance between the plates and _ the height of the
%

duct. For the case of _/d + _ he argues that for the l_gions not near

the ends the temperature and the stream function take their asymptotic

value which is given by the solution of two l._inite parallel pla_es

one heated and the other cooled. For infinite values of Ra, he postulates

" that an isothermal core exists l_r!ng constant vorticity. He found that

_ the governing equations for the general case could not be represented
_..

- by a polynomial of s_ll degree o_ could be handled by the Oseen Type

of llnearization.

Poots (91) solved the barn_.problem handled by Batchelor. He ob-

._ tained a numerical solution based on the use of orthogonal polynomials

for the solution of the governing differential equations. Following
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Batcheior the stream function and the nondimensionsl temperature were

: assumed _o be represented by the complete double series of orthogona!

functions

@ = _ >i A_ sin n_x sin m_:
n=l m=l

and

- n=l m=l

where the A and B are constants which were evaluated numerically. The
"D

_overni.ng differential equations were reduced to two cc_pled algebraic

"; equations to be solved simultaneously. The functions Xn(x ) wel_ chosen

to satisfy the fourth order Sturm-Liouville system and the orthcgon_lity
-7

property. The method of solution is tedious and the calculations are

? practically impossible for Rayleigh's numbers greater than i0- and

aspect ratios greater zhan 4.

z

Lighthill (36) examined natural convection flows generazed by large

centrifugal forces in a tube closed at one end and open at the other

end to an infinite reservoir, where the tube walls are maintained at aI

constant tempe1_ture. Such a situation exists in cooling gas turbine

blades. He predicted that one of the following three regimes m_y exist

depending upon the product of Grashof number and the radi_,s to length

ratio of the tube. The assumed flow regimes are:

(I) Similarity flo,.: For small values of this p:_duct, i.e., for

large xmlues of length to radius ratio for a given Grasho£ number, the

_ T I .... I I ...... i ___ | ---
1
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!
boundary layer fills the tube. The velocity and temperature profiles T

are fully developed. He predicted t_t for this type of flow, the

velocity and temperature distribution are similar at each section of

the tube, onl_ their scale is increasing as the orifice is approached.

Ass"_m/ng that the velocity and temperature vary linearly along the tube,

he concluded that there exists an aspect ratio for which the temperature

changes from its value at the orifice to the value at the bottom. Ex-

tending the tube beyond the length determined by the above ratio, the

additional length is filled with fluid at rest at the walls temperature.

(2) Boundary layer type of flow: F_r high values of the product

of Grashof number and radius to length ra_io, i.e., for short tubes,
j

the flow is of boundary layer type, the extreme case of it when the !

boundary _yer fills a negligible portion of the tube area, the flow

¢

i approximates the free convection flow up a flat plate.

(3) Non-Similarity regime- This is the type of flow predicted

to exist for values of length to radius ratio which lie between the

values corresponding to the first and the second case. The boundary

Ilayer fills a large portion of the tube section. He used the Squire

._ technique to solve the fir.qt and the third case. I_

|
Hammitt (23) considered the case of a closed vertical cylinder with

m

internal heat generation. He _sed the Lighthill technique modified to a

account for the heat sources. The agreement between the calculated I

and measured values of _usselt's number is not good. This is probably

!
I-
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due to some of the inevitable assumptions, which are made. These

assumptions are: (1) small inertia forces compared to buoyancy and

shear (2) radial extent of the temperature and velocity boundary layers?

is the same (3) the boundary layer approximation apply. The first one

is valid for large Prandtl numoers, _hile the second is valid for

Prandtl numbers near unit2. The disac_mntage of this method of solution"T

i

is that it is not capable of detailed examination of the end conditions.

Smith (63) extended Hammitt's analysis to two-dimensional rectangular

containers.
t,

Followir_ Lighthill, Ostrach and Thornton (47) considered a

geometrical)_ similar case wi_h a linear wall temperature. In Ostrach's

"T paper as well as in Lighthill's paper, attention was given to the stag-

nation of natural convection flows at the closed end. The same problem

consiJered b_ Lighthill was solved by Levy (39) using integral method .

He assumes the upward flow consists of a layer .of thickness 5, near

%he wall, the remaining of the tube being filled with cold fluid flow-

i
_. ir_g down. He assumes three regimes of flew similar to those postulated

by Lighthill. If the tube length is less than or equal to a length _,

the stagnation region does not exist and the upflo_" convective layer

increases with x. For axial distance x>_i,5 reaches a constant value

d and such a flow occurs for _i < x < _e. For x>_e, a stagnation region

exists at the closed section of the tube.

Romonov (5_) using also integral technique , solved the same prob-

lem considered by Lighthill and Levy. His calculations agree with those

e

{
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of Lighthill for infinite Prandtl number, but it differs considerably

for Prandtl numbers near unity. The measured and the calculated tem-

peratures are in a good agreement for different wall temperatures.

A large number of experimental studies of flat plates, immersed

in an infinite fluid at rest, either heated or cooled has been done.

In general, there has been a good agreement between the theory and ex- ""

periments. A considerable experimental work has been done in the field

cf natural convection in tubes and enclosures. These have been concerned

_r

with specialized applications and particular configurations. Most of _-
_u

these experimentations were done in connection with cooling gas turbine

blades and nuclear reactors applications.

Probably the most comprehensive experimental studies of natural

•- convection in thermosyphons are those conducted by Martin (38) in an
T

attempt to check the theoretical work cf Lighthill. His results agree I

._ qualitatively although the measured heat transfer coefficients are_two
4

folds larger _han that predicted by Lighthill. From measurements of

, I
._ heat transfer rates, the three regimes predicted by Lighthill were

_ identified. The heat transfer was greatest _., _ large values of the

i

product of Grashof number and the radius ler_th ratio, being highest

I
at the bottom of the tube which indicates that boundary layer type of

flow exists. At small values of th_ product, the heat transfer varied I

linearly from the orifice to zero at the bottom of the tube, from which r
!
!

he concluded that the similarity regime exists. A region of instabilities
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i

occurred between the above two steady regimes which is characterized by

nonsinusoidal os_.illatoryflow.

The explorations of the air flow patterns in the space between

[
t_o hea_ed wide plates closed at the bottom, open at the top, and in-

sul_ ed at the sides done by Siegel and Norris (62) shed some light on

the oscillatory flow mentioned by Martin. For "spacing of 0.28 the

I
late height, the flow pattern was symmetric with upward flowing boundary

layers near each plate surface and downflow in between. When the spacing

- _. was reduced to 0.21 the :,eight,the flow pattern became asymmetric with

half the cross section occupied by upward flow (near one plate) and the

"r

[ half near the other plate occupied by downward flow. For smaller spac-

-_ ings, the asymmetric pattern persisted with periodic nonsinusoidal re.-

versal in flow direction and temperature fluctuations.

Curren and Zalbak (I_) conducted an experimental investigation to

- determine the effect of length to diameter ratio of closed end coolant_ .

passages on natural convection water cooling of gas turbines. They re-
T

ported no significant difference in the heat transfer for the different

i length to diameter ratios investigated ranging from 9:! to 25._:i. For
Z

the largest length to diameter ratio 29._:1 the boundary layer fills

87_ of the tube cro_s section.

; _ The visual studies of Sparrow and Kaufm_n (67) of free convection

of water in a narrow vertical enclosure, cooled at the top through a
i

_i copper surface and open at the bottom to a heated reservoir revealed

that the flow pattern is not steady. No regi._nof the enclosure is

|
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|
": permanentJ4 a region of upflow or of downflow. The slze of the various

upflow and downflow regions varied along the length of the enclosure at I

a given time. The number and size of upflow and downflow regions also T
!

varied with time. However, end effects were observed and a continuous

downflow took place in a 3/4" band adjacent to both walls. Generally,

the dom!nsLtlng character of the flow was instability.

Hartnett, et.al., (26,27,32) studied the free convection heat

ti_nsfer for the geometry postulated by Lighthill but with a constant

heat flux at the tube wall using water and mercury as workir_ fluids.

The effect of inclining the tub_ was also investigated. Temperature
[

oscillations of the same nature as that reported by Martin and Siege_]

i and Norris were observed. On the contrary of the results _eported by .,

Curren and Zalabak, the heat tralsfer was considerably influenced by

r

length to radius ratio. A decrease in length to radius ratio from 22.9

to i_ results in approximately I00 per cent increas_ in the Nusselt

numbers.
"T

The natural convection flow pattern in viscous oil in rectangulari

ta_s heated at the center by vertical coil heater studied by Skipper, _T

et al., (63) consisted of a nsrrow cnimney of'hot oil rising verticali_-

---- Iaround the heater surface and above it and a horizontal layer of hot

oil at the free surface separated from the remaining cold oil below by I

a sharp vertical gradient. The hot oil layer had a small vertical

!
temperature gradient, with maximum temperature at the top. The hot oil

!i

}

J
...... - ..
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layer at the surface bec_,e thicker and thicker with continued heating.

The hot oil was found to flow downward at the walls of the tank while

"- the_e were suggestions of circulating currents at the side of the rising

chimney. The flow pattern shown su ;gests that a vortex was formed at

the free surface near the center line where the hot rising chimney is

[ bifurcated and spread horizontally along the surface. Similar _rtices

were observed by Eichhorn (17). These vortices were formed at th_ fre3

I
surface of water near %he walls of a cylindrical tube 2 in. diameter

and in. heated at the walls and at the
9 long uniformly open top.

It has be_'ll recognized t_J_t as of now the solution of complicated

I
problems of fluid flow and heat transfer can be obtained by numerical

methods only. Among these the finite-difference techniques seemed to

requJ:eeminimum simplifying assumptions and idealizations as compar:d
to other numerical methods. Indeed, finlte-differences have been used

by many investigator_ for the solution of the momentum and _nergy equa-

l tions. These problems and consequently the finite-difference procedures
used, varied in complexity.

Th2 flniLe-difference solution of the laminar boundary layer equa-

l tions describing the natural convection process from isothermal vertical
flat plate} and that inside a horizontal cylinder is given by Hellums

_rd 3hurchill (28). They employed an explicit finite-difference pro-

"_ cedu;'esimilar to that adopted here, (Chapter 9) The results obtained

fur the fJat plate _re in good agreement with solution of 0strach (44).
[

k
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The discrepancy oetween the experlmen_sl and the theoretical results for

the hbrizon_al cylinder is within 30 to _0_. • _

S_ultaneously with the initial phase of _nis research (!I) tw_
z

I other indepen4ent theoretical studies _reatin_ similar problems were

reported. These arc by Fromm(21) and Wilkes (7_). These studies are

.: significant since the2[ handle problems s_."_lar in rmture and complexity

%0 that considered here.

_WTomm (_l) investigate_ the unsteady wake behind a small rectangular

obstacle placed nolq_si to the flow caused by two t.-4vingparallel walls.

The tlme-dependent vortieity equation x_s solved using a Dufort and

• !_el type representation for the second order terms _%/_x a and

3_: m, while the nonlinear terms u(_w/_ox) and v(_w/_y) were tz ,ated

_sing central differences at time level n. Accordingly the _mlues of

the _rtlclty at the time 1_vel (n+l) can be explicltely calculated.

- Th? equation relating the--vorticlty and stream function, defined here

:. as the %_ortlcity-stream fuaction equation, (see Chapter 9), was solved
j

using the Gauss-Seidel iterative method. Fromm did not give stability

analysis for his flnite-difference formulation. However, he considered

the stabil/ty of the vorticity equation with elther of the diffusion or
V.

the convective terms present. Furthermore, he resorted to mathematical

experimentation to determine the size of the time increment which makes I

the solution stable, by observing the manner in which any introduced

!
error may decay or amplify. In addition, a small time increment was

used. Problems ha_[ng Reynold numbers, based on the obstacle width l

i

• !I

'C" -"

_ .2,_ _
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normal to th_ flow, as high as iOOO were handled.

I The natural convect.icnfrom a rectangular twc-dimensior_l cavity

190 •

' considered by Poots (91) was s_ived by Wilke_ _.,_jusln_ finite-dif-

ferences. An implicit alzerna_ing direction _e.'h.uiquewas used zo _:-'-

1 vance the _emperature and vortici_y fields ac._.,ssargo"_ine step. Accord-

i ir.gto the s_abi!i_.yanalysis __mde_.yhim using _o Von-_'eumannme_hcd
{

of stability analysis the method is -ncondi-.ional_;_ab!e. However
i

,_ a__tualcalculations showed that _his fo__ulation is suitable for io'_

" Gra-bof and Prandtl numbers o-ly
!

Both Fromm's and Wilkes' Formulations have the advantage of using
L
f

central differences for approximating the convective _er_._su(_-/_x),

i -_(_w./_y),..,etc. As will be explained in Chapter _, this represen_a-
!

ticn ix preferable from the standpoint of the truncation error. How-

!
ever, as found in this present _+,_d" __._ y there are restrictions _o :he u-_=

._ or ceu_ differences which .maynot be satisfied at large _.eyno!ds

or Grashof :.umbers. The nahum_.of these restraints is discussed in

Chapter 6.

i
t
I
1
I
-!

g
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CHAPTER 3

STATE_ AND PH_CS OF T_q_PROBL_

3.1 iNTRODUCYION

A twc-dimensional, closed container, partially filled with liquid

in .:usteady,]aminar flow is considered. _o different geometrical con-

fi_-_raticnsare examined:

(a) A two-dimensional rectan&-_lartank, and

(b) A t'_o-dimensionalcylindrical tank.

The go,_rnin_ partial differential equations as well as the boundary

conditions for each configuration will be given in subsequent sections,

each being zonsidered separately. However, the following discussion re-

garding the physics and nature of the problem applies to both configura-

tions.

_"_epurpose of this wo.nkis the investigation 9f thermal stratifi-

cation in partia!].vfilled, liquid propellant containers.

_is was accomplished by an investigation of two theoretical models,

., each of which is outlined below. The fir3t model is ve__ygeneral and in-

eludes the influence of pre_ssurizationand various types of wall effects.

The second model was selected in order to provide physical base _o which

i the theoretical could be related. This model does not includeanalysis

the influence of pressurization, but introduces an interracial boundary

conditions compatible with an experiment which is simple, yet completely

adequate to check the principal points of the theory. Theoretical

?

;. 21_
J
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calculations are _2de. however, for bo_h models. Neither models con-

:. siders the process of discharge aizhough _his effect can readily be con-

: eluded, in addition a _i_,_gi.,_componenz system is studied. Extension
i

L_f r.ne analysis so multi-component systems is within the capability of

=no fo1_ulation and method of st:iution, however.

• 3-2 DESCRIPTION OF T.U_ FIRST MO£m"

T

The first model was chosen _o correspond to the physical situation

in _he propellant container. The container is assumed to be partially

-_ filled with a liquid. The initial conditions in the liquid and the

_apor. are assumed =o be known. From these initial conditions, the
L

wall of the vessel is subjected to a change in temperature, or to be

" expo-zed to a heat flux, either of which may be an a_oitrary function of

_ar_ height and time. Simultaneously the pressure in the vapor spaca

is changed +o Ps" The pressure Ps may be equal to or greater +.han the

!
initial pressure Po, or may vary with _ime. The measurements of ref-

} erences 12 and 19 indicate that the interface rises very rapidly _o the

equillbri:xa temperature Ts corresponding to the pressure Ps in the

vapor space. These perturbations in the boundary conditions lead to

{ a series of non-equilibrium phenomena within the container. Natural

convection currer_s are set up in the liquid and in the _por space.

At _he same time the llquid-vapor system _ends to adjust to the new

non-equilibrium condition within the tank by transferring mass and

l
|

energy across the interface by either evaporation or condensation.

/
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The conditions of the liquid-vapor interface couple the simultaneous

T

transport _rocesses in the liquid and gas phases. The rate of mass

: transfer by evaporation or condensation across the liquid-vapor inter-

face depends on the relative rates of heat transfer from eacn phase at

the interface. Any imbalance of the heat transfer across the liquid-

vapor interface is counterbalanced by a phase change at the interface.

Should heat transfer from the vapor dominate that to the liquid,

evaporation will occur; if the opposite is tlme, the vapor will con-

dense; if the respective heat transfer rates are the same, neither

evaporation nor condensation takes place.

Both the interfacial phase change and the convective action within

both phases influence the growth of the stratified layer of liquid at

!
the interface, which, in turn, affects both the interfacial and convec-

..

i tire phenomena. Such interactions b_ve not been completely formulated

! and apparently no solution is yet available which considers these inter-

! actiorm. _nis is a result of the complexity of the processes which

_ makes it difficult to obtain a generalized solution to tt.e problem. In

! this analysis, however, the problem can be formulat_.d in its general

form taking into consideration the interaction betweer the liquid and .

vapor phases, later_ in Section 3-5, a simplified model, which is

: sufficient for the purpose of this work_ will be considered. However,

it is worthwhile to mention that the method of solution developed

here and applied to the simplified modelj can be utilized to study the

physical phenomena associated with the more generalized process. Such
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a solution will be of value to engineers concerned with the design and

development of propellant containers and associated systems•

_ 3-3 DESCRIPTION OF Y_ SECOND MODEL

It was mentioned before that the h_si." objective of this work is

the analytical prediction of the.nnal stratification in stored cr_vogenic
Y

liquids in partially filled containers. However, since the strstifica-

_ tion phenomenon is encountere_d in 811 iiq_ids, the experimental study

of this phenomenon can, therefore, be carried in noncryogenic liquids,

as well. The use of such liquids facilitates the e._perimental set-up

-7
considel_bly, and allows the evaluation of the theoretical results in

the light of the experi_entally obtained data. For _hese reasons, a

s_-ries of experiments were carried on in a two, geometrically different,

two-dimensional containers, one of which is rectangular and the other

is cylindrical.

_oth containers were partially filled with non-cryogenic _.iqaid.

The vapor-liqu:_ irter_acial boundary condftion differs in this case

from t.hat described iu the first model. The heat _1.oasesfrom the liquid

to the _apor is assumed to be uegllgibl,_. The interface is therefore

considered adiabatic. This conditloL, should be regarded as a,l approxi-

mation for the interfa-'ial cona_tion in an =_oeriment careful].v conducted

r! .to minimize the neat losses .um the interface. _is parLicul_r point

will be discussed further in the formulation of the problem Section 3._

a_ well as in discussing both the experimental procedure, Chapter 7, and
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: the experimental results, Chapter 8.

4
3.4 GENERALI_D _-D_4UIATION OF THE FIRST MODEL

In this section the _rob!em is formulated in its _enelal form.

The go_erning partial diffe1_ntial eqtmtions, as well as the boundary

i conditions, a.-_--.=.ivenfor the rectarguiar container. Although the

same generalized formulation can be easily made for the cylindrical

coordir_.tes, its details wil;A be omitted.

• A rectangular two-dimensional container of width 2a and hei_.ht h

__spartially filled with a liquid. The initial height of the liquidt

is b, and the depth of the vapor is c. The origin of _he c.:ordinate

system is taken at the middle of the tar_k bott_L_ with x-positive in the

directiun of the liquid as _.hown in Fig. 9. ?he g level is assumed suf-

ficiently high so that _he effect of sur_'a tensic • can be neglected.

Tne location of the liquid vapor interface at an_ on_ : _s given by

x = X(t). The differentisl equations go_erning the transient velocity

A

and temperature distribution in both the liquid and the vapor regions

developed as follows.

The momentum equations

(i) The x.-momentum equ-tion:

5u + v = -_ -
p +u_

+

------ iii i i ii m l , i i i i i _i,,...... ,_.
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! Fig. 5- Container configuration and coordinate system.
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i

"-:: (ii) The y-momentum equation:

} P + u + v 3v = _ 3 3u_y _x

+3 3v 2 _u + (3.2) "
_y _y 5

i.

The continuity equation

; _p+ _(_u__..._)+ _(pv) = o (5.51

The energy equation

O Cp + u_ + v = -- +u_t _x + v _y

_x _ +_ m (5.4)

, _ where, _ is the dessipation function and is given by:

, = ��X�l�*(3.5)
{ The Initial Conditions

In this generalized formulation, arbitrary initial velocity and

i
temperature distributions are considered. This generalization of the

initial conditions does not impose any restrictions or difficulties, as "
?

far as the solution is concerned, because the method of solution used

! in this work permits such a generalization. It is required, of course,

that the initial conditions be known from past velocity and temperature-

t_ history. These initial conditions are given by:

(1) T(x,y,O)= To(x,y) (5.6)

(2)T_(_,y,O)= Tgo(_,y) (5.7)
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(3) _(_,y,o)--_b(_,y) (3.=_)

(4> ug(x,y,o)= ugoCx,y) (3.-_)

• (_) _.(_,y,o)= _o(_,y) (3.1o)

(_)vg(x,y,o)= V_o(X,y) (3.11)

The Boundary $onditions

Velocity Boundary Condi. ions

Assumi._g the no slip condition to pre'_ail at the tank walls, the
z

following boundary conditions are obtained:

(7) u(O,y,t) = 0 (3.12)

(8)u(x,-+a,t)= o (3.13)
;

(9) v(O,y,t) = 0 (3.14)

(10)v(x,_+a,t)--o (3.D)

_i (ii) Ug(X,+a.t) = 0 (3.16)

(12) _%(x,-+a,t) = 0 (3.17)

The boundary conditions in the vapor space at the top of the con-

tainer depend upon whether the tank is closed or vented and upon the

pressurant inlet design. The choice of these boundary" conditions,

i

therefore, can be made only for a specific system. For these, reasons

these boundary conditions will not be given here.

The interracial boundary conditions are of primary Importal:_'efor

the study of the interactions of the liquid and vmpor phases. Assuming

zero shear stress at the liquid-vapor interface, the following is oh-

• tained :
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l
(13) _v.---(X,y,t) = O (3.18)

8x

8Vg (X,y,t) = 0 (3.19)

According to the assumption that th liquid surface will re.main flat

the velocity of the liquid-vapor interface i_ given by:

(19) u (X,y,t) : Ug(X,y,t) : ___X. (5._0)
d_

The motion of the liquid--_apor interface may be due to discharge,

interfaclal phase change or both• W_en container draining is not con-

: sldered, dX/dt will represent the interracial velocity caused by phase

changes.

From the geometric symmetry of the configuration with respect to

the X-axis the y-component of the Velocity is zero along the x axis of

the container. Furthermore the x-component of the velocity is symmetric.

Hence

= o (3.21)

= _U

(17) _y (x,O,t) = 0 (3.22)

(18) Vg(x,O,t) = 0 (3.23)T"

__ (x,o,t) : o (3.24)• (19)

; Thermal Boundary Conditions

! The bottom of the container is assumed to be adiabatic. The walls

of the containe: are either subjected to a 8pace and time dependent

_ beat flux, or they undergo any arbitrarily specified change l, temperature

i'i The boundary conditions at the top of the container wiil be dete___ined.
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_.: as stated before, by the conditions at the vapor inlet. Consequently,

the temperature boundary conditions in the vapor space at the container

toF will not be considered here. From the symmetry of the container,

the tempe_ature will be symmetric. From these considerations the

following boundary conditions can be written:

(20) a-K_ (_,+-a,t) = f_(x,t) --
ay

or -o -_x -_x (3._)

b-T(x,_+a,t)= f2(x,t) J

(21)a-(x_(_'-+a'tl) e = :_(x,t) !
_Y X _-x -_h (5.26)

b-Tg (x'-+a't) : f4(x't) im

(2_ -_ (o,y,t) = o (3.27)
i

_ (x,0,t)= c (3.28)
,, (23) "_7

_g
124) @T (x,O,t) : 0 (3.29)

where fl, fe, fs and f4 determine either the specified taD/_ wall heat

flux or tank wall temperature as indicated by Equations (3.29) and

(5.26). The liquid-va_r.or interface is assumed to be at the equilibrium

t_._petB_ux._, Ts, corresponding to the pressure Ps in the vapur space, i.e.,

(i_3) T(X,y,t) = Tg(X,y,t) = Ts (3.50)

Conservation of energy at the interface determines its velocity as a

function of the rate of heat transfer between the interface and the

liquid and va_or phases. Hence,

0 i - ' -- H , . i, i ..... -- i [ .... i
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ax _ _g .
_rg "_ = _ --_(x,y.t)-xg_--(x,y,t) (_._l)

a it should b"- noted here that when _he pressure in the vapor space

: is specified t4e interfaclal temperature_ will _e given by Equation

¢

(3-30)- Such a situation may exist in vented tanks or in tanka fitted

..

with pressure regulntors to maintain the pressure in the tank at a pre-

deter _a!ned level. For cases in which the tank is not vented or if in-

%ezmlttent _,:,-ti._Eof the tank is provided, it would be necessarj %o

consider the interactions between the vapor and liquid phases ira order

to d_tezmlne the pressure-time history iu the tank, as well as, the

intezTaelal tem_erature-_Ime hlstory.

3-9 SIMPLIFIED FOI_F_LTI_ OF THE FROST MODEL

1
t,

-I 3-5-! Rectangular Cooz_inat_J

! _e description of the physical phenomena for the situations in

[Ii _ which the pressure within the tank is not prescribed is complex. For

this reason a'si_pllfied model is a_oFted, without impairing the utility

of its sol_rt!on. In this r,odel only the liquid region is c'_nsid_.red.

*This equation does not include the eff_-_t of discharge. Should it be

desirable +o consider the process of liouid discharge E_.uatlon (3.31)

would be written:

: diceharge flow rate.
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(l) Inccm.pressibi _.liquid.

(2) The p__essure in the ullage space, Ps, is -ither a kno'wn

[ eu_c �p�oftime. or is constant. Consequently, tho "n-

; _erfaciai temperature, Ts, will be specified.

(5) The amount of evaporation or condensatior, is small. Ti:ere-

: fore the interfaeial displacement is neg?_ected and the __n-

terface remains always at x=b.

i Assualptions (q) az:d (5) permit the ecnsidera_ion of the liquid

and %_or regions separately, since in this ease each phase excbmnges

-" neat with both the interface and the container walls independentl_- frJm

[
! the other.

(h) The fluid properties are constant. Density variations ere

i allowed in the body force term onl_v in the x-momentum

_ equation.

(9) 5_ne press',_-ete._T.:.sand the dissipation function in the

energlz equation are neglected.

(6) _,T_,evariations in pressure and density fro.._,their initial

values caused by fluid motion and temperature grr_die.ts

! will be small. -l_nerefore,dense.t)-"variations are caused

by temperature change-_. The densi_.y p c_.n+hen be approxi-

mated by:

o = .Oo(l+_(To-T)) ,'3.32)
!

I where Pc and TO are reference values of the density and
temperature respectively, for whieh_ in this anal_-si._,

; the initial %;alues are taken. _ is the cc.efflcient of
I

thermal expansion.

In +.his :s_6 the gove'cn._.ng$.ifferential equations (3.1), (_.?),

(5.5)a, .d(5.4) ,o:

The x -momentura

- 1
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The y-momen_u=.

(__ _ _) ___..(__%.a_% (3.34)p + u _ + v = _Y k _x2 _.-_/

t

The contin_ty equation

• _ ._ = o (3._)

The energy_ equation

,, _* _*_ - __,_-_+_/
: The initial conditions

i (26) e(x,y,o) = eo(X,y) (5.37)
i (_) u(_,y,o) = "o(_,y) (5._)
i

_ (28) v(x,y,o) = Vo(X,y) (5.59)

j The Bo_udary Conditions

-E

Velocity Boundary Conditions

(29) u(b,y,t) = o (5._o)

(50) u(O,y,t) ---- 0 (3._1)

(3l) u(x,-+a,t) = 0 (3 ._._2)

,, a, (x,o.t) = o (3._._,)(_)
¢

(_) v(x,.+.a,t) = 0 (3._11.)

! (.'o.) v(o,_,t) = ( (._._6)

(36) _ (b,_,t) = o , (_._7)
- cx
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i

Temperature Boundar_ Conditions
i

(37) T(b,y,t)
# % (3._), : = Ts_tj

_T (x +a,t) q"
(38) : a-K Oy_=- = _- (x,t)

or (3.',_''•-;7]

b- T(x,_+a,t) = _w(X,t)

- (39)--(o,_,t)= o (3.5o)
_x

(_) _ (x,o,t)= o (3.51)
i

As mentioned earlier the method of solution allows the use of any
t

-_ arbitrary initial and bom_dary conditions. Therefore the general

boundary and initial conditions written for the general model are re-

tained here. Also it should be mentioneu that the above boundary con-

-_ ditions were chosen to approximate the actual s_tuation as much as

possible. However any combination of these conditions, or o_hers, can
]

certainly be handled using the same method of analysis employed in this

-_ work.

3.5.2 Formulation Of the .qimplifiedModel, CyLindrical Coordinates

T
{ In this case a cylindrical container whose radius is a is imrtially

fi _ with a liquid, Fig. 5-
l
I

The p_sieal phenomena and the interactions between the liquid and

vapor phases in the tank, which are described earlier during the formu-

lation of the problem in rectangular coox._inates,take place independe,tt

of the geometry of the container. Accordingly, the generalized formula-

I
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ii tion given for the rectangular coordinates can be modified tc suit

cylindrical coordinates. In order to a _oid unnecessary repitition,

the generalized formulation will not be given for cylindrical coor-

dina;es, and only the simplified model wLll be considered. The came

assunptions made earlier are retained here and for clarity, they are

listed again:

(i) incompressible fluid

(2) constant pressure in th_ ullage space, Ps

(3) negligible evaporation or condensation

(_) constant fluid _roperties. Only density variations

are allo_-d in the body force term. These variations

are given by Equation (3.32).

(_) The dissipation function and the prev-_'ure terms in

the ener._ equation= are neglected.

The governing partial differential equatio'is are:

The x-momentum

! The Padial momentum

The Continuity

5u + _v + v
5x br r

I The energy_ equation

• _t _x _r r _r 5reJ
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The initial conditions
-%-

-- T(x,r,O) = To(Z,-') (5.56)

u(x.r,0) %(x,r) (3-57)

= v(x,r,o)= vo(x,r) (5.5-_)

"_ The Boundary Conditions

! Velocity Boundary Conditions

u(b,r,t) = O (3.99)
F

"_ u(C,r;t) = 0 (3.60)

u(x,+-a,t) = O (3.61)

ga
--. _-_ (x,O,t) = 0 (3.62)
:i

v(x,+-a,t) "-- 0 (3.63)

v(x,O,t) = 0 (3.64)

I v(O,r,t) = 0 (3.6_)

_-Zv(b,r.t) = 0 (3.66)_xI
Thermal Bouzdary Conditions

I T(b,r,t) = Ts (3.67)

I a - K _r (x'-+a't) = Aq'' fx;t)' .5.68)

I b - T(x,+a,t) = Tw(x,t) (3.69)

= _T (O,r,t) = O (3.70)

_T (x,O,t) -- O (3.71)

!

i

-f

!

I
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3.6 FORMUIATION OF THE SECOND MODEL

3.6. I Rectangular Coordinates

..+ The reason for the choice of this model, as well as, the basic dif-

ference between the two models are clear from the description of the two

models, which is given earlier. The basic difference between the two

models lies in the boundary condition at the free liquid surface. Cther-

wise, the rest of the boundary and initial conditions, as well as, the

mechanisms of heat and mass transport are the same in beth cases. For

these reasons, the formulation of this problem will be roads as brieYly

as possible. Referenc. to the formulation of the previous model will

be made where it seems feasible.

The same rectangular two-dimensional tank, Fig. i, is filled" with

a liquid. The tank is open at the top to the atmosphere. Beginning

from some initial conditions, the tank walls exhibit a transient zem-

perature change. The tank wail temperature is a prescribed functlon

of time and axxal location. The wall temperature-time history is ob-

tained by measuring the wall temperature at different locations at
5:

_,_rious time levels,as will be described later in Chapter 7. The tern-

: pera_ure and velocity-time histox"j within the tank is sought.
I

The assumptions made in this problem do not differ basicall@ from

those made earlier. However, they will be repeated here for clarity,

&

and are:

(1) Incompressible fluid.

-,f
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I
J

(2) Constant fluid properties. Density variations are allowed

} in the body force term only in the x-momentum equation.

1 (3) The dissipation function a._ well as the pressure terms in

the energ_ equation are negligible.

(4) Density variation is only a function rf temperature,

Equation (3.32).

(_) No e-raporation at the free serrate.
-7

i (6) Negligible heat transfer ag the free surface.

According to _e above assumptions, the governing differential

equations w_ll be the same as those obtained earlier for the first

i model, Equations (3.35) through (3.36). Also, the initial conditions

will be given by Equations (3.37) through (3.39). The same is true for

%h_ ve]ocity boundary conditions, Equations (3.40) to (3.47).

-_

Temperature Bounda_j Conditions

_e difference between the two models is in the temperature

boundary conditions, which in this case are given by:

(i) specified wall temperature,

T(x,±a,t) = Tw(x,t) (3.72)

(2) insulated b.ottom,

i --_(o,y,t)= o (5.75)_x '

i (}) symmetrs: with respect to the x-axis,

_ (x,o,t)= o (5.7_)
_ _Y

(4) adiabatic free surface, according to assumptions 5 and 6,

• _ (b,y,_)--0 (5.75)

While evaporation can, by appropriate measures, Oe prevented, as

will be discussed later, some heat losses by convection from the free

1

\
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surface will certainly be encc,mtered. Therefore condition 4, Equa-

tion (3.75) should be _'e_arded as an approximation to the actual situa-

tion. This approximation will be good for small time and low heating

rates. Perhaps the best r_.pr_sentatlon to the actual heat transfer

process at the free surface would be by a_counting for the heat trans-

fered between the liquid and the %mtients through the use of a convec-

tive heat transfer coefficient. ThiJ latter alternative is not adopted

i_ here, however, and Equation (3.75) is u_3ed.

3.6.2 Formulation of the Second Model, Cylindrical Coordinates

_ In this case the same cylindrical container is partially filled

with a liquid, Fig. _. Similar to the ca_e for rectangular coordinates,

I the container walls are subjected to a transient temperature perturba-

tion. The governing differential equations are gi,_u by Equations

i (3._2) through (3.55). The initial conditions and _ne \,_Iccity

f

•_ boundary conditions are the same as those given for the first model,

Equations (3.56) tDLrough (3.66). The temperature boundary conditlons

are similar to those considered for the rectangular model and they are:

I:, (i) specified wall temperatura;

i T(x,-+a,t) = Tw(x,t) (3.76)

: (2) insulated bottom,

--_ (O,r,t) = 0 (3.77)

(3) symmetry with respect to the x-axis;

: --_ (x,O,t) -- 0 (3.78)
_r
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J
.I

(!_) adiabatic free surface;

{ -_ (b,r,t) = 0 (3,79)

[

. o

{
° i
!

I

\
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TRANSFOP_ATION OF THE PAlatAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

The governing partial differential equations in the fgrm given

are not suitable for finite-difference approximation for two reasons,

1. The four equations considering the effects of momentam, con-

tinuity and energy when replaced by finite-differences, will

give rise to four linear algebraic equations in three unknowns

at each nodal point irathe grid. Hence these _ill be _

equations, where N is the numbe_-of the nodal points in the

domain considered. There will be 3N unknowns, namely, Tl---

! TN, ul---uN and vl---vN corresponding to the 4N algebraic
equations. It is clear that in order to _olve the algebraic

equations for the ur_nown fu_ictionsjit is necessary to reduce

the number of equations to equal the number of unknowns. This

can be achieved by the use of the stream function and the

introduction of the vorticity, which reduces the system to
one of 3N equations in 3N unknowns.

2. The presence of the pressure terms in the momentum equations
is undesirable.

Accordingly, th_ partiei differential equa �h�Xtransformed

to an equivalent, but mcl_ convenient form as follows.

4.1 RECTA_GO-AARCO0.RD_TNATES

It is assumed that the pressu:_ p can be w_'ittenas, Reference

(3i):

p = po+p' (4.1)

where Po is _he ,hydrostaticpressure and p' is the change in pressure

from the hydrostatic pressure_ therefore;

= " _og +_i (_._)_x _x
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- _' (4,3)
_y _y

where co is the density correspondihg to Po" Upon differentiating the

x-momentum equation with respect LJ _,and the y-mcmeatum equation with

respect to x, subtracting the second from the first to eliminate the

pressure terms; and using Equations (3.32)_ (3.3_): (4.2) and (4.3)3

the two momentum Equations (3.___) and (3.34) al'e transformed into the

following equation:

u-- +v-- I"&_ _v'_

: |'

This result can be simplified by the introduction of the vorticity

_ defined as

_u 3_
-- w, - (4._)

ay _-x

Then Equation (14.4) can be _written as

l i
_t +u_-_-+V_y - g P 3y-: -- -- \_ ._ • _...__ (ii.6)

!-

Equationc (4.9) "._nd (il..() ate ,_quivalent to the two momentum equaz_ous,

=rid the latter ie known as "the _'orticity equation. The solution ob-

: _ained from Equations (_._) and (4.6) will satisfy b)th the x- and y-

moment:?m equations. In o:_er tc satisfy the continuity eq_mtion, the

streun function _' is introduced in Equation (_._). The stream function

_' is d_fined such that the continuity equation i_ satisfied if tPe u

\
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and v ":e!oci_i=_ a,__ written

5$-"-- _ '_-7)
_ -°

v = - _'_..i' (5.5.1
5x

Usir-_ (2.7) and (_.8) in E_ua-,ions (3-3c], (_-5) and "b.6), the

following equaz!ons a__ obtained

--+-- . __-__ . __ = cx +

:.

_Y-/C_. to)

_" - + -- (_.ii)

_ The system of Equations (_-9), (_.I0) and (_.Ii) are_ equivalent

_ to the system of Equation (_-_3) through (3.36). However the trans-

%

formed equations are more suitable to h._ndie by finite-difference tech-
e

niques.
I

!.

.2 CYLI_[DRICAL COORDINATES

Differentiating the x-moment,_m with respect to r and zhe r-

momentum with respect to x, and combining both equations to elimi:mte

the pressure terms, the following equation is obtained:

' \_'_) + = g_+" " + (_.l_)
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If as be-:_re the function _' _.sdefined by:

8r -8x

' aizc fro- the continuity we ha_,_:

5:: _v :. (!_)8x 8r r _-

" _) (_. 12) Le re'_'rittenUsing Equat_or.s ('_.i3) and (_.__), Equat!o_ can

: as:

_--g-+ _''_---"---- = _ + + -

Since th:: velocity component v cha_e_ sign in the two-dimensi_ml

domain considered, the presence of the term w"/r fn the vortici%y

Eq,mtion (_.i_) is un@esirabie. This is because it may present a ccm-

wutazionai stability prcblem, in case =he value of this term is taken

i

at tim csume %!me level az, all nodal points. This prou_em could be

avoided by taking the value of %-_'/r to be %hat at the advanced t_ne

" level if v is negative and is e%_luated at the present time level if

-7

v is positive. The disadvantage of this procedure is that %his tenu.
.i

is not evaluated a_ the same time level at all nodal points. Because

I
of this a different approach is taken to handle this problem, by which

i this term is eliminated from Equation (_.l_) in the following way:

let:

I w" _ w' (4.16)
r

1
!

i, _¢ . , | . io -- ___ --.....
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_ : r_- (_.17)

i

r3x

_ Upon ,-.ubstitutionof Equations (_.16)through (_.i8) in Eg m-ions

(3,5}), (_.!5) and (4.13), the latter s)._em of equations reduces to:

" _" .r_-_- " _ r _x _r _,x_'a +r_-r +_-_J

_--+r_-- . _---_---. r r glB + v[--_- +!--+r _)r _re j

(_.ao)

1 (.___' _-_*'. _'_ (_.21)

Equation_ (k.19), (4.20) and (4.21i are sufficient to determine the

temperature and velocity distribution it.the cylinder.

4.3 BOUNDARY COi_ITIONS

The transfo_nmationof the energy, momentum and continuity equa-

tions which have T, u and v as _ariables into an equivalent system of

partial differenzial equations i,lthe temperature, vortlcity and stream

function requires obtaining the necessary boundary and initial conditions

for the latter two functions. These are derived from the velocity

boundary conditions, and are g'.venbelow.

4.3.1 Rectangular Coordinates

(i) Stream function boundary conditions

z. _'(o,y,t)= o (_._2)

_: (O,y,t) = 0 (4.25)
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3. v'(,,y,_) = o (a.._4)

' _<)_" (b,y.t) = 0 ('_.Z_3)

_. .;-'(x,o,_) = o (4.26)

6. -- (x,O,t) : O (4.27)

-_ _. _-'(x,_*a,_) : o (_.28)

¢)'#' (x,-+a.t) : 0 "• . _*-_9)8. aT
1

(ii) Vorticity boundary conditions

7

i The vorticity boundary conditions are derived from these given for

- the stream function above, as weA_ as, from the momentt_ equations.

Equations (4.24) to (_.2[) give the following two boundary conditions,

(1) w'(b,y,t) = 0 (l..3.0)

: (R) w'(x,O,t) : 0 (4.3!)

Two more boundary conditions on the vorticity are required ai the

tank wall and bottom, which are obtained from the x and y momentum equa-

tions respecti-_iy and they are:
._.

(5)_ (x,-+a,t)= i (og+ (x,±a,t)) (_.52)

_)w'(O:y,t) = -]" _lO(O,y,t' (_.33)(4) _ , _ .

The use of the last two boundary conditions requires of course,

_.hedetermination of the p:_ssure distribution. The differential equa-

, tion governing the pressure field is obtained by dif/erentisting the x-

momentum and the y-momentum equations with respect to x and y respectively

and combining the resulting equations to yield,

1 .... I II II m . -_ _ - -- .........
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_% _ ___ __F__._,_' _,.l_.,,_2) (_:..._._.__x--_-_y--_-- _-_" _,b_ _y_-\_)

EQuations ('_.9) _o (4.11) and (_._Z) through (h.3h) d-termine the

entire temperature, fit's"and pressure fields. However, the non-linear

[l-boundary conditions t_.%_.2=jz_%and _-.wwpxx_.._._ _o a_,o_.___, _i_.c__ = their use

togeDher with Equation (_-3_) does not offer any ad-_ntages from the

standpoint of the amount of computation required.

-3.2 CyLindrical Coo-dinat_-s

(i) Stream. function boundary ccnditions

I. ,.,,I__ +_ = 0 (_.35)7 %v_/iv /

_*' (O,r,t) = 0 (4.36)

3. $'(b,r,t) = 0 (4.37)

: 4. _x---F(b,r,t)= 0 (_.38)

( 9. _'(x,O,t)= 0 (_.39)

(!_*'(x,0,t))= 0 (4.40):- 6. _r r_--r

7. ,'(x,±a,_)= o (_._i)

8. (b*'/_r)(x,+a,t) = 0 (4,42)

" (ll) _brticity boundary conditions

i
The same proced_tre used in the rectangular container leads to the

?

_,i. following boundary conditions;

i. w"(b,r,t) = 0 t4._3)

2. w"(x,O,t) = 0 (_._)
.: i

2

i.
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_(w"r)i i (_p+ 'z (4._5)3. -_r=a = _ _ gPJ.r=a

8w': -1
_. _- (O,r,t) = 8P (O,r,t) (4.46)-- . _-_

Fur co_ipleteness the equation describing the pressure field is

given below;

, bmp_._l__a+b½= b__ v2 _u.

:! (_.47)

' 4.4 DIMENSIONLESS FORM OF THE E_UATIONS

The substitutions necessary %o non-dimensionalize the differential

_-quations are :

_b

= _U _ v = --V
a

v(_b am
T-_ o = -- @ , t = -- 7

_ga 4 a

x = bX , y = a Y I

r = a R , w' _ _b wl
aS

w" = _b _,-- w = _b_
a4

(4._)
The resultin_ a_imensionless equations are given below.

4.4_i Rectangular Coordinates

-_ The energy equation

i
&', _Q _ bo ambmg+bm_ (_-49)

I b7 bY bX bX bY b m bX e bY e
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The Vorticity Equations

_ _ _ 3w _ P 5_9 a_._+32w!

= a2 _25 + _2_ (_._l)
W be _X2 _y---_

_ (4.52)u - _y

v = - _, (_._)
_x

Boundary Conditions

(i) Stream function

t. _(o,x,_)= o (4.54)

2. _x (o,Y,_)= o (_._)

5. _(z,Y,_)--o (_.56)

_. _ (l,z,W= o (4.57)

_. y(x,o,v?= o (4._8)

6. _ (x,o,_)--o (_._)

7. :Kx,_+I,-._)= o (_.6o)

8. _)--_(x,_+l,_-) = 0 (4.61)

_ (li)vorticity

_, l. w(l,Z,v) = o (_.6_)

i _. _(x,o,_)= o (_.6_)

Boundary conditions (4._2) and (4._) will be disregarded here.
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C-

(iii) Thermalboundaryconditions

(iii.l) First model

8

i. @(I,Y,_) = _ • Pr. Grs(T) (4.64)

2. _ -_(X,I,T) = a_. Pr • Gr* (_.6_)
8Y b

or

a 7) (4.66)b - B(X,I,T) = _ . Pr • Grw(X,

8o (4.67)5. _(o,Y,,) --o

4. __o(x,o,T) = o (_.68)
' bY

(iii.2) Second model
:,

_@ (l,Y,v) = 0 (4.69)" i.

= a_ Pr. Crw(X,_) (4.70)2. 9(X,I,7) b "

; _o(o,Y,T)--o (4,71)

80 (X,O,I-).= 0 (_.72)i: 4.

: whet, '_ and Grw are the Grashofnumbersbased on the surfaceand the_ -rs -

wall temperatures respectively, Pr is the Prandtl Number and Gr* is a

"_ mod_.fied Grashof Number, which are given by:

va

ar* = _a4(q IA)I(Kv2) /

a_

,, , _II _
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-Initial Conditions

Thn same non-dimensionalizing procedure leads to the following "

init:al conditions.
, i

,(x;Y,O)= ,o(X,Z) (4.75) T

_(x,Y,o)= %(X,Y) (4.zs)

9(X,L0) = 9o(X,V) (4.77)

T

4.4.2 C,-rlindricalCoordinates
J

The Energy Equation

: _9+ i_, 89 i_, 89 = a2 _+ :_9+_29 (4.78)

The Vorticity Equations
f

" _8_ i _ _ i _ _W __ pr(l_@ aa_aw 3 _" _R___

--+ .......... + ___
: R_R _x _x _R _, _- + +R 8R .

(_-79) "

u _ !___ (_.8_)

v - _ _* .(&82)

,: R_X I
Boundary Coaditions

;" (i) Stream function bou_dary conditions

;: _. ,(O,R,T).= 0 (:,.8_)
._ |

_* (O,R,_-)_! 2._ o (_.8_1

, 5. ,(].,_,',) --- o (_.89) i

!-
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i° _ .... _

• 2_.._-'_ (1,a,T) = 0 (4.-e6)" _i

I
. 5. ,(X,O,'r) = 0 (4.8'/)

! 6. _(gT_ = o (4.88) "
|

7. ,(X,l,_)= o (4.89)

' I 8. _R_--_(x,z,_-) = o (4.9c.

(ii) Vorticity_boundary conditions-T--

•, -_ z. ,_(1,R,,_) : o (4.9l)
;i" r

' i 2. _(x,o,,): o (4.9_)
l

_; Boundary conditions (4.49) and (4.46) wi.l.also be :;'s"egarded.

(iii) Thermal boundary conditions

: T

: _ i. @(X,+I,T) = (a/b) . Pr • Grw (4.95)

3Q
._ 2. _ (o,_,T): o (4.94)z

? .-

•-: . _);(•

. 4_ _-_(x,o._): o (4._)
, {

where Grw is g':'_'"_,yEquation (4.74).

I "

i : Initial Conditions

:_ Q(X,R,: : Qo(X, (4.97)
;i •
., ,(x,R,o): ,o(X,R) (4.98)

li w(X,R,O) :--Wo(X,R) (_.99)

":i From the above resu.!ts,it is established that the temperature aria
"I

flow fields are determined by the non..dimensional gr:mps, (_/b), P: .rs
o
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; and Grw or Gr*. ".'hi:hare function_ o: _he fluid propertie._, _avL_

geome_rj and ther_m! bounda_; end initial conditions. It it.frequent!_-

" reported -'nthe literature the.-,the f!ula _. large venic_e ....*o_ ....L_ _.o

; is found _o behave diffel_n_; t_mn in s_e!i test uanks, w-_e_her the

actual test conditions in the &_mli ta.r_,corresponds to the ac%_a! con-

dltions in %he large tanks can be ex_zined b? compar-.ng_the above d.-:.men-

sionless groul_S in both cases. The zse ou" smmii tazks in labo._-atorv

: experiments is a __atter of con_nie:.:ce and is usually desirable. How-

e:-er, in order that the experlme,.t.ai results obtained in the small 5ar_

correspon_ to those in the large zaP/4, the above dinensionless groups

should be the same in both cases. The initial conditions should, of

, cotirse ,iso be the same. _!is would insure that the _imensionless

te_-_erature and velocity would be the sp-me. Also if the same fluid is

i ,ased in _-_+_......................... • .-_._, �•.......__.. = ...._v_ the tar& geometry

and th_= heaT. flux level _--the+.._. ne above conditions are satisfied.
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CHAPTER 5

METHOD OF SOLb"r!ON
N

.i IKTRODUCTION

Finite-di.Cference m,:_hods have been widely used for the study of

linear partial differential equations, pa,_f.lcularl3 for the solution

of tile heat conduction equation. However, the application of these

methods to the solution of heat transfer in fluid flow pr¢ lems, such

as the study of natural con':action, was until re-ently, very limited.

This fact iz due partier to the complicated form of the partial differen-

tial equations _nvolved, and partly due to the difficulty in obtaining

sound criterion for the stability problem, which is associated with

:he solution o.'."such equations. The resultP, of the analytical studies

and mathematical experimentation made here and by others to stlluy the

stability problem will be given in the next chapter. In +..hischapter,

the f_nite-difference equations for the energy ar.d the vor_icitv equa-

_..ionswill be developed and an outline for the solution will be made.

.2 APPROXI)IATION OF DERIVATIVES BY FINITE-DIFFEREq_CES

The use of finite-differences reouires the -_stablishmen_ of a net-

:! work or a system of grid points in the domain of interest. The choice
:!
t

, ! of such a network is a matter of convenience and is generally affected

_; by ti_e coordinate system chosen, and the shape of the domain. In our

L_i ca_e, this network is obtained by constructit_ a series of equall_- spaced
=

;I
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vertical and horizontal lines parallel to the X and the Y or R ayes,

Fig. 6. The subscripts i and j are used to refer to the position of

the grid points in the two-dimensional domain, such that X = (i-l) AX,

Y = (j-l) AY and R = (J-l) AR. _he origin of the coordinate axes is

located at (i,i). The superscript @n refers to the level of time

such that T = n'A_.

The basic idea in using the method of finite differences to sol;m

pa_cia! differential eq_tions, is the use of Taylor's series ex_.ansion

to approximate the derivatives at a point in terms of the value of the

function at the same point and/or at its neighboring points. This

procedure assumes that a sufficient number of derivatives exists, which

! depends upcn the order of the differential equation. In our case it is

sufficient to assume that the function is analytic to the second deri%_-

tiv_ (20). Using a Taylor's series expansion, the folio)wing relations

can be written;

__ (_)n-1_n-__f
fi+1,j= fi,j+ Ax _f +_)2 _f + ...+ +:_n

_xi,j 2: _x21,j (_-I).'_xl,jn-1
(O.1)

_f (ax)__f + .,.+ (__)n-__n-__f+_

i fJ.-_,J-- fl,j"_--+ 2.' _x_ (h-l).'8xi,j_xi,J ,j n-1!
(5.2)

!."

where Rn _presents the remainder in Ts,_lor's series _xpansion.

., _.roK Equations (5.1) and (_.2), the fol!ow_ng 01fferent approxima-

tions to _f/_xi, j can be written,

.1
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X

_._ i,: M+I ,_(M+I,N+I)

.

f

_ j " I j - N+I.f

L

' • _.,,,,.- Y,R
T (I,I) i-I ----,...

LIY

Fig. 6. Finite _ifference network.

|
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___._| f±+1,_ "fi ,j_, - + o(Ax_ (9.3)
', _x# i.,j Ax

__.[_ = _i.._-q-_,.':+ O(ax) _.4)
,j Ax

(_)i = fi+!'J'fi'l'J + O(AX) e (9"9),J 2(Ax)

These differences are called forward, backward and certral respec-

tively. The last term in equa+ions (9.3,9._,9.5) indicates the order

of the truncation error _n'z¢.!_# in replacing the derivatives by finite-

differences. It is obvious t_t the central differences offer better

approximation than the other representations. However, the choice of

: the type of difference approximation is also dictated by stability re-

quirements as will be discussed later in Chapter 6.

" Similarly, the second order derivative o-f/_xal, j can b_ approxi-

mat ed by,

:Z _2f fi+z,J-2fl.i+fi-l.3,,_ + O(Ax)e. (9.6)2 =
_x i,J _nxr

Likewise, expressions for _f/_y, _f/_R, _ef/_ye and _ef/_Re csn be written.

'_. 9.3 NOTE ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

,_

_ Partial differential equationJ are generally classified a3 elliptic,

_ parabolic or hy#erbolic. A :omplete discussion of this classification

is given in Reference 78. The numerical procedure for the solution of

_ any differential equation depends upon the classification of st.ch equa-

•i tion. The _,_:rgy and the vorticity equations, equations (_.49), (_.90),
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(4.78) and (4.79), .may be classified as parabolic partial differential

_- equations, while the vorticity_stream function Equations (4.91) and

(4 80) are regarded as elliptic equations. Therefore the procedure for

obtaining the fini_e-diffc_nce solution of the energy and the vo_ici_y
-q

equations will differ from that used for th_ vorticity-stream function

%

equation. Accordlngl_, the method of solution of each type will be con-

sidered separately.

-_ 9-4 FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRES_n_TATION OF THE N_ERGY AND "VORTICITY EQUATIONS

_- (Parabolic Type)

The finite-differance methods for solving the parabolic partial-T

f

" differential equations can be classified into two broad categories,

• as explicit or implicit. The time level, at which the spatial deri-

: w.tives are differenced, generally determines whether the resulting

scheme is explicit or implicit in nature. For example, if the values

of the function at the present time level, where its values are known

a_ all nodal po._nts, are used in Equations (_.3) through (5.6), the

resulting formulation is said to be explicit. Such a formulation en-

i ables thf di_ct computation of the value of the function at all nodal

points using a simple, marching-type procedure. The employment of the

i

expl_cit me_hods, however, may require the use of small time increments,

and consequently large machine time. To alleviate this Dro01_m, the

i implicit me_hods are usually suggested. Indeed, many of the authors

who haw investigated the use of finite-differences for the solution of

r
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equations of the form (4.49). (4._0), (4.78) and (4.79) or similar sys-

tems, suggested that implicit methods, irrespective of their form. a:'e

unconditionally stable. By extensive study and experimentation it has

: been found hence, as outlined in Chapter 6, that this is true only if

the coefficients of the resulting matrix satisfy a certain stability

criterion.

: The use of any of Equations (_.3), (5.9) and (9-9) together with

i Equation (9.6) would lead to different finite-difference approximations

for the vortlcity and :energy equations. For brevity, only two different

finlte-difference representations will be given here. TtAese are chosen

primarily in order to discuss some of the problems associated with their

use, rmmely the problem of stability. The discussions that follow in

the rest of this chapter apply to other forms of finite-difference

equations as well. Indicating by superscript (n+l) the value of the

function at the unknown t_e level and by n that at the present or the

known time level, and substituting U for A,_,/Ayand v fo_- -_/_X in the

ener_ and vorticlty equations for convenience, the finite-difference

approximations are written as follows,

I. Explicit difference representation:

A. Bectangular Coordinates

n+l n n n n n n n n

oi,j-_,j+u°i'J'°i'z'_+ vgi,,1"gi'j'z--a-_2 91+z'J-2°i'j:gi'_'J
A7 AX AY be (AX) a

n ^^n n
@i,_+l-_wi, J+@i, J-i

+ (9.7)
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n__£ [_ rl l] n rL n@ 1 !%+I
• . W i "-'_" • '_. •. _c,.

wi'j-wi'j + U "'t')-wi-l'J + U ,j "l,j-.J_ = Pr _z,j-_z _-J.,.j--,..
r,. Ax (Ay) 2(AY)

{ n n n n n . o -l

} Pr i a2 _i+l,J -2wi,J+wi-l,,} ,-wi_+'--2wi_j+wi,j -I]' Lb2 (Ax)2 (Ay)_
(5.8)

(li)
n+l n n n n n

} 81-"J-Qi'j + U Qi+l_ j-Qi'l'j + V Qi'J+l-Qi'J-i{ =
_ 2(Ax) 2(AY)

n n n n n n

,_ _a2 Oi+l,j-2.Oi,j+Qi-l,J + @i_+l-2Qi,j4Oi,J -I

b" (AZ)2 (AT)_
I

,_ n+1(9.9)n+l

n+i n n n wn n Qi, j+l-Qi, j_l
wi'j'wi'j + U wi+l'j'wi-l'J + V..-I'_+l-wi'j-I = Pr +

} _ 2(AX) 2 A.Y 2AY
}

; a2 wi+l,j-_' i,j' l-l,J Wi, j+1-2Wi, j+Wi,j-1

i Pr _. (AX)_ + CAy)_
(5.lO)

B. Cylinderical Coordinates

(i)n+l n r. n n n n _
_i,j-_i,j+u3i_._-°i-_,J+v°i,r_i,3"_= a__29i+_,d-eo_,j+o__,j +

,',1- Ax AR b2 (AX)2

n n
^n 2,,n ._^_%

i @i,j+l'Oi,j-i + _i.,i+l- wl,j._i.]-I

R 2AR (,,R)2 (5.n)

n+_ n n n n n n+1 n+l

wi'j-wi'j + U wi,j-wi-l,j + V wi'J-wi:J'l - Pr @i,e+1-9i,J-i +
A-, (,,7)- AR R _ AIR

. n _. n . n n n n _.n +I n "

Pr] a-_e wi+i,j-_wi,j+wi-l,j + --5wi,J+l'wl,J-i + wi_+l'_"i,j wi,J-1 iI tb2 (Ax)2 _ 2(AR) CAR)_

I! (5.12)
!.

i;
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{

" (ii)
n+l n n n n n n n n

° _t',. • . .

@i, j-@i, j @i+l,j-@" .l.j 9i ,,_+l-@i_,_-i a a @i+l, j-_ _i ,j+@i_l_ 4

_. -+ u 2(_x) + v 2(A_) - b2 (AX)_

[

[ n n n" n n

_. + ! . @i,J+l'@i,_ -I + @i'J+l'2@i'j+@i'j'l
R 2(AR) (AR)2 (_.15)

n+l a n n wn n n+l n+l
, wi'j-wi"| + U wi+l;_-wi-1_J + V i_+x-wi,j-: = Pr Qi,j+l-Qi,j-i +

AT 2 AX 2 AR R 2 A R

 n_nn n n n nn]Pr a 2 wi+1,j-2wi,j+wi-l,j + 3 wi,j+1-wi_-i + wi_j+l-_i,j+wi,j-i

In the remainder of this chapter, most of the discussion will be

directed to the rectangular system. The saae discu_sionapplie -_to the

cylin/rical case. In situations wher_ the need arises to consider th_

cylindrical equations separately, sufficient discussion will be de',_ted

for this purpose.

Versions (i) and (ii) given above are two different explicit

f_nite-difference representations of the same partial differeLltial

equations. The difference between the two is in the approximation of

th_ nonlinear terms U 3@/_X, V _@/_, U _w/_X, ... etc. In the firs_

backward differences were used, while central differences were used in

the other. The use of the central differences i.e., formulation (ii),

is preferred from the point of view of the %runcation errors. However,

from the standpoint oI practical and computational procedures this for-

mulation _s useful 9nly for cases where the Grashof or Rayleigh numbers
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are low, i.e., for small velo_-ities. Such cases are usuall,v of less

practical importance. This preference is attributed to stability re-

quirements as will be shown in Chapter 6.

It will be demonstrated later that when U and V are positive, then

formulation (i) is stable provided that the time increment AT is

i
. chosen to satisfy the stability criteria given by inequalities (6.37")

and (6.38) for the rectangular coordinates and inequalities (6.41),i
i

(6.4e) and (6.45) for the cylindrical case, as discussed in Sections

_' 6.3 and 6.4.
.-_

L_-_ewise it will be shown that formulation (ii) is stable i,ro-i

vided that inequalities (6.61)and (6.62)are. satisfied.

i
i The difficulty in using the central differences is clear from

these inequalities. For high Grashof numbers the dimensionless

velocities U and V will be high. There.fore.small grid sizes must be

used in order to satisfy the above mentioned inequalities. For example,

as described later the velocities U and V reach values as high as

i000 for run No. i where a/b = 0.185. A few ari4.;hmetic operatioas

show that (9.17) and (9.18) require, that AX -_6"7xi0 -s, AY -_0.009_.

The use of such small grid sizes requires storage beyond the capacity

of any present digital computing machine. Furthermore. tremendous

amount of machine time would be required to handle such cases.
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II. Implicit finite-difference representer on

,_ The implicit forms corresponding to ver. i and ii are coded

-: ili and iv respectively and are given below.

A. Rectangular Coordina3es

i (iit)
D+I n 11+1 11+1 n+l n+l n+l 11+1 L'+I

@i,j-@i,j + U @i,J-@i-l,j + V @i,'j-@i,j-1 ae @i:-1._-2@I _+@i-_ _-- = ---- , _tl - +

I AT (AX) &Y b2 (AX)2

i 11+1 11+1 11+1

@i, j+1-29i, j+@i, J- 1

i (_y)_ • (5.15)

n+l 11+1 11+1 n+ln+l 11 n+l _n+l

Wi'J-wi_ + U wi'J'Wi-l'J + V wi'j'wi'j'l Pr Qi,j+l-@i,J_l +
A_ Ax Ay 2(AY)

[_ n+1 _ n+1 n+x n+1 _ n+1. n+1 "I

; Wi .j+1-_ i ,j_wi, j-xlPr aa wi+x_J-_Wi,J �0�X�X�+

_ (Ax)_ (_)_ J (5.16)

(iv)
11+2 n+l It+l 11+1

, __I+i ^11

_, _(Ax) 2(Ay)

i 11+1 n+l L+I .n+l --_P,_"i 11+1
a e 9i+1, J'2@i. J+@i- :.,J _i,j+l'_@i. J _@i,_.l
-- +

i °_ (_x)_ (_Y)_ : :.._-7)

n+l n n+l n+l _-+I n+! r: "I -:.'I

wi_ "wi'j + U wi+l'J'Wi-1'J +V -'_'_ -'_'_ - Pr ._.,,-" 'i

_ 2(_x) 2(_.',.'1 ..,_Y)

I n+l 11+1 n+l 11+1 ,,_11+i . n+l .+ Pr a_ (A):) 2 (AY)a j (5".18)

• . • m
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f

i-

B. Cylindrical Coordinates

(nl)
j

_ n+1 @n n+1 n+l n+l r.+l n+l^ n+l n+-

+ ._ @i,J'@i,_-i ae _i+_ j-2_i, _+@i-l, j

i _ n+J. n+'_ n+1 -+_.n+_
i ! . Qi,J+_-Q±,J'_+ _..i+_-e_i,J+_i,J'__

i R 2(_R) (AR)_
(5.1..9)

n+l n n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l

I wl,J-wi..j-i Pr @i,j+l'@i,j-I
i Wi'J-Wi'J + U Wi'j-Wi-'!'J +V = -- +

a_ AX AR ..D ,OAR

} _, n+z n+J. n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l n+l -_
_ am wi+i_J-2wi,j+wi.-.,j _ Wi..1+l-Wi_.-i Wi,J+l-2Wi,j+Wi.j-Z

Pr [_ _ + - + ]._ (_ R 2(AR) (AR)_

_ (5.20)

(±v)

, n+l n n+l n+l _I+I n+l n+l ^n+l ^_+i

AT 2iX 2AN ba (_) a

n+_.. n+a n+_. n �h�n+_.
_ 9i..i+_-_gl,.i+Ql,.)-_,i @i,._+l'@i,j-i +
R 2AR (AR)a

n+-_n n+_ n+1 n+z r:+_ L+_ r:+_
wi+z,J'Wi-1,_ Wi,_+1-_i,J-1 Pr @i .J+:.-@i,_-I

w_"i'Wl"1 +U + V .... = -- ' - +

n+l n+l n+l -_

' n+! n+l. n+l n+l n+x wi,J+l-_wi_j+wi "_"11
b_ (Ax)_ _ _(_) (_)_- j
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:._ A;a_ -_m._.stabili%y requirements, fo_ulations (ii) and (iv)

I rzqul;_- the zolu%ion of a fi',_ dlagorm! r_atrix, which is usuai!y ob-

b

rained by Iterati-ze _ethcds. _.ne .mos: suitable method for the present

-¢

' equa:icns iz t_,e _auss-Seldel iterative method. This me:hod requires

!
!

! that the coefficients in eve_- equation satisfy a ee_*_ain criterion,

! namel_,, t.hat the sum of the absolute values of _he coeffleien-s of the

".T

) variables at the nodal _oints [,--I,___,o,,_'_ (i-_,O;, (i,._+i) and k_,d-:p
l
._.

re,restnet exceed the absolute _lae ¢f the coefficient of _he funetio_

at(i,j).

i It is no_ difficul_ _c see _.hat for U -_C and V -_d, for=..uiation

1 (iii) satisfies this requirement. This will also be _._._eif e_ther U

" or V or b_th are negative and i_up!i_it forward differences ".'ereuse_

! L

in the eor_spondir__ nonlinear terms. In addition, it will be shown

in Section 6.4 that this fomulation is uunconditio,mily stable.

¢-_ %
The application of the same __ri_rion to fo.nnulatlon _2_ Eq_m-

.tions (_.17) and (_.18), shows that Gauss-Seidel method csn b= em-

q

ployed for the solution of these equations. _ne conditions necessar._

in oz_.'.erthat this method conve"_es can be estab!is_.ed as follows:

Case I

aa l ea " (5._5)

, , 2Pr '_ 2")
AY
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If inequalities (5.23) and (5.24) are satisf:ed, the Gauss-Seidel

iterative method converges. In addition the re_ulting difference equa-

tions -willbe unconditionally stable. No restrictions on the size of

the tLme increment are imposed neither by stability nor by the method

chosen for numerical reduction of the equations.

Case 2

iU i _ 2a...__._ . 1 ; IU! _ 2 F_-"a_ . 1 (5.2_)
b2 AX b 2

Ivl 2--- ; Ivl -__r (5-_)
bY bY

I._this ease the Gauss-Seidel method requires that the time increment

should satisfy the following inequalities:

I

Iu__[_ i .,.ivi 2
Ax b__X2 _.Y (AY)_

A'r (_U_ Pr i + ]V,I (5.28)
,,._x "_" _ by (AY)2J

Inequalities (5._'V)and (5.28) are _mposed by the method used for

the reduction of the set of algebraic Equations (5.17) and (5.18) under

conditions (5.25) and (5.26), and are not imposed by stability require-

ment.

As a matter of fact formulation (iv), Equations (5.17) and (5.18)

behaves in a way similar to formulation (ii), i.e., if (5.25) and (5.26)

are satisfied, then the finite difference Equations (5.17) and (5.18)

are unstable.
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From the above discussion it appears that the use of centra!

differences in the re;ms U _@/'_X, V ow/_Y,..., etc., is impractic_l

irrespective of whet_er implicit or explicit methods are used. Cu

the other hand it seems that the one-sided dixferences, i.e., forw_l-d

or backward differen._es; are the most suitable form for the approxima-

tion of these ten_s.

Frcm the analysis cited shove it is clear that one has no cho:ce

except to use either formulation (i) which is explicit or formulation

(ili) "4hi"h is implicit. It was decided to use formulation (i) in

preference _o formulation (iii). A full a-_count of the background of

this choice is given in Section _.S.

5-5 V0_ICITY-STREAMFONCTIONE_%-ATION

The vorticity-stream function Equa_io:,s (M.51) and (M.80) are re-

placed by:

A. Rectar_r Coordinates

a 2 "_i+!,_"25"i,j+_ii.-l_j $'i -"" + '"+ ,j+i_i,j_i,j-_ (5.29)
',i,j= (ax)2

B. Cyliadrical Coordinates

t [a__.2 *i+_.,,l-_it,_+'ifi._,_ _ ! *_ ,J+_-*_ ,j-:. + *i__-'_,'i,j'_i,j-

As mentioned earlier, the method of solving the vorticity-stresm,

function Equations (5.29) and (5._0) may differ from that used in solving

k
-- _ II H _ ] ___ I , i I II o _______I _ __ I . -, _ ......
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the energy and vorticity eq_mzions. Wn_.le t'-e energy and the vorticlty

equations can be solved either using an ex_!iclt marching_ t.vpe proce-

dure or by usil_ the Oauss-Seideliterative method, as it Js the case if

impl_cit methods are chosen, the -_rticity-stream function equation is

4- - _4-@
: usually solved by i_er ....v_ methods. A wider class of iterative methods

can be employed fcr this pul_ose. _a_ong these methods are the Gauss-

Seidel method, which waz uses by Fz_.am (;ql),the successive o:_rrelaxa-

tion by points, used b_ Wilkes (7_), and _Ghe block successive o_r-

relaxation methods. The point successive ove.__relaxation method con-

verges faster than the Gauss-Seide! method, while the block successi_

overrelaxation methods are supe._ior to both of them. Amor_ the block

iterative methods are the successive row iteration, the slmultaneeus

row iteration and the successive llne overrelaxation. "Fne reader is

refer_d to Reference (71) for a comprehe_slve study of all these

me_hods. Here an account will be gi%_non!j, of the method emplo/ed for

sol%ring the %Dr_icity-stream function equazions. The method used is

essentially a modified form of the line successive i_eration, in whic.h

row iteratlun was followed by column ite__ation. It is found that _,his

procedure gives faster convergence than in cases when only ro_ or

column suecessi_ iteration methods are used. The iterative formulae

for this method applied to Equation (5.29) are:

Successive to;: i_eration

p+J./2 1 p+:12,afay/..P .p+,../,%

k / (5.3l')
it

-- _ i, z m i _ I I1
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Successive column iterations

P"" 1 rp-'-" p+, _/b_\2/P+z/2 P'_'h

b2 ] (5.._21- _-_AXa wi,j

where the superscript r refers to the number of iterations. SLmilar

fomulas can be written for the cylindrical coordinates, Ecuaticn (5.30).

The use of (5.31) and (5.32) requires the solution of a trldlagonal

_ matrix which can be done very easily using a simple algorithm derived

! from the Gaussian elimination method. This algcrit_nnwas used first by

Bruce, peaceman, Rachford and Rice (9)- The description of this proce-

dure is given in Appendix L

The number of iterations required by this iterative method in

order tha'.the maximum cha.__. Jn the magnitude of the stream function

, at any nodal point does not exceed 0._ using 31x31 grid did n_t exceed

one iteration in most cases. This is iarsely due to the fast convergence

of the method of iteration and also to the small size of the :ime in-

crement used.

5.6 CAIEUIATION OF THE VELOCITY COMPON_"_S
T

Any of Equations (5-3), (5.4) or (5.5) can be used to calcul_ate

the velocity components U and V. Actually finite-differences similar

, to Equation (5-3) were used in Reference (ii). However_ it was re-

!
ported later by Wilkes (7_), that formulae which have highec order

truncation erros gave better results for The case of natu'wl convection

!
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between two infinite parallel _.iate_. Accordingly, the same formulas

used by Wilkes were a_opted bere and are:

A. Rec_angulsr

= tl) For noda_I pcin_s not adjacent to the boundary

_ - -_i-e:J+8_i:z'J-5%i+i'J+_'i+"J (5.34)

a_
(-_) For nodal _oints adjacent to the boundary

_'_i,2 (5.35)
Ui,_ - AT

.!. -- , . .v.

u!,2 = 6_._ 3vi,_1,4 (5.56)6aY

3'_iIN-6.iiN-z+*i,N-e (5.37)
Ui '?: = 6AY

, f ! -,

" "e,j 6AX

• -$ .l. _ ° ' -'_ j = (6__._.,j-3,M, _ "_,.._,O)_6_X (5.,59)

:,'_+-,J--- (%_,j-_4__,._)_o,_" (5.:.0)

: B. Cylinderical

(i) For nodal point_ not adjacent to.the boundary

UI",j R3R R 12 _R

1_, l[-*i-_,_:-8*_-_,_-8*i+_,j+*_-_,_.]<_._)
vi,_- __-i= g[ l__x ]
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(ii) At the certer line,

The velocity component Ui, I is calculated according to;

1 au /_h
Limlt _ _ = k_jR*O

R=O

therefore the following formula for Ui, I was used,

_-2,(z,p) (5._3)
Ui,I (AR)m

(iii) Points adjacent to the boundary

T6_i,s'3'_i,e-_i,4-_
I (5.4_)

ui.,= R(N---7L 6 AR J (5.45)

1 ['4, J-6*s, j+3*2, j- l

1[6,___,j-3,,_,j-,M._,j] (5._,-r)
vM:J--_ L 6 (,,x) J

1 [8*M,j-*M__,j] (5.t_)
%'_"J= _ L 6Ax J

5-7 TRKaT_NTOF BOUND_/LTCONDITIONS

In this section the treatment of the temperature and the vorticity

boundary conditions will be discussed. No difficulties are encountered

at ti,eboundaries, where the value _f these functions are.specifiec.

Cases iu which a derivative of the function is specified require some

attention.

@. ml "'w"-m_ --. __ ._ __ . .. , . .... -._
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The following approximation for the case of specified wall heat

flux is used,

i ahd
!

, _ _b_2Ji,_+I al (5.50)

i ('_"I = 2(o_,,j- o,.,j:)l(Ax)_ (5._1)k_X_I l,J

I

_._+, ,,i 2(N'"I-%+"' a)l(_x)_" (5.52)

, The vorticity boundary conditions at the wall and bottom given by

Equations (4.72, 4.33) and (4.45, 4._6) sre difficult to use. There-

fore, an alternative method was used to htudle these boundary conditions.

The step-by-step explicit computation procedure allows progres_ir_

from one vorticlty distribution to the next _ short time later at all

nodal points except those on the boundary, using the value._ of _.he x_r_
J

i ticities at earlier time. The new values of w_rticity are used to de-

i termine the stream function distribution. The _tream function i_ then

i used to compute the values of the vorticity at the solid boundaries.

Using Taylor's series expansion together with boundary conditions

(4.54) throug_ (4.61) and (4.83) through (4.90), the following expres-

sions can be easily obtained for the vorticity at the solid boundaries;
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A. Rectangular System

Wi,N+_ = (8_i,N-_i,N-_)/2(Ar)2 (5.53)

a2
._,j= b-'_(8_a,j- _s,j)/2(_)_ (5.5_)

B. Cylindrical Coordinates

wi,N+x = (8 _i,s - ¢i,S-z)/2(AR)2 (5.55)

a 2 1

_j = _. _ (8,_,j-¢3,j)12(_x)_ (5._)

5.8 THE PROCEDURE OF CALCUIATIONS

In this chapter the application of finite-difference methods to the

' solution of the two-dimensional, laminar, natural convection in rectangu-

lar and cylindrical coordinates was discussed. It i_,worthwhile now to

summarize the procedure used to obtain the solution. The step-by-step

numerical technique followed in this work to compute the new values of

the dependent _riables across any time step is as fol].ows.

5-8.I Rectangular System

i. A suitable time increment is _.hosen. The stability

criterion given by inequalities (6.57) and (6.38) is

1 tested. The time step may be altered as necessary

i to maintain stability.

2. The new temperature distribution is computed from

Equation (5.7).

3. The results obtained for the temperature distribution

are used in Equation (5.8) to calculate the vorticity

at all interior nodal points.
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4. Equation (5.29) is used to find the stream function

at all the interior nodal points. The method ue-

scribed in Section 5.5, is used for the solution of

this equation.

5- The vorticities at the solid boundaries i.e., at the

wall and the bottom of the cont_iner, are calculated

using Equations (5.53)and (5.54)respectively.

6. The velocity components U and V are calculated using

the appropriate one of Equations _5.33) through (5.40).

i 5.8.2 Cylindrical System
!

The same proced._rementioned above applies to the cyliudrical

! case. The equations pertaining to cylindrical cocrdir_tes are used,

of course. The only difference lles in calculating the temperature
I

at the center line. Since both R and _@/_R approach zero as R approaches

._ zero, the term I/R _@/_R in the energy equation is replaced at the cen-

i ter line by its i_mit as the radius becomes zero i.e.,

} Limit _l___@= _a@_ (5.57)

" ! accordingly the following equation is used to calculate the center-
}

line temperature, assuming that U _mO;
l
I n+,_ n n n a_ 9n _^n +@n n n

Qi _Oi i + U Oit_-"Oi-1'1 i+l_1"_wi,1 i-!,_. @i,e'@i,1

i i A_ 'x _ _ (Ax)2 +b. (A_)2
_, _ (._.58)

i For r:egati_re-_elocityU, forward differences should be used for
J

'J _o/_x.

,!

| II . _ _ i |
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5.9 A ..0TEON THE USE OF UNCONDITIONALLY STABLE METHODS FOR TI_.

SOL!._£10NOF THE ENERGY AND VOETICITY EQUATIONS

_- It was shown in Section 5.4 that two of the disoussed methods,

i namely formulations (i) and (ill) are suitable for handling the energy

i and the vor_icity equations. Formulatiou (i) is explicit end simple

to use_ while formulation(iii) is implicit. The explicit method de-

mands that the time increment be small in order to satisfy stability

requirement, inequalities (6.37) and (6.38). As a result, the amount

of machine time required to obtain the solution may become large par-

ticular]j-for high Grashof numbers.

To avoid the restrictions on the time increment, implicit methods

areusually suggested. Iterat.ivemethods are usually employed for the

solution of the resultivg algebraic equations. Since the velocities

U and V are functions of space and time, it appears that the Gauss-

Seidel iterative method is the most suitable one for this purpose.

This may require a large number of iterations per time step. Further-

-f more increasing the size of the time step would increase the number of

-! iterations required to achieve any reasonable degree of numerical

accuracy. The advantages of th_se methods from the standpoint of

I
i savings in machine time then are-of doubtful value.
i

i The use of unconditicnall_,stable explicit methods becomes there-
!

I fore very attractive, since it eliminates the difficulties outlined

above, i.e., allows the use cf large time increments, and the employ-

ment of the marching type solution without resort to iterative methods.

.!

- . _ L ...... _ __T • - n ..................
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_ach a method was not available, until the method of Reference (6)

! was developed, in which multi-level formulae were used to obtain an ex-

| plicit unconditionally stable method for solving the heat conduction

equation. The same authors were able through the use of multi-level

i finite-difference approximation for the first orde__derivatives _T/_x,

•_ ...,etc., to extend the same procedure for the solution of equations

having convective terms such as the energy and the vorticity equations.
!
i
! The unconditionally s_able methods described above can be success-

I fully employed to handle the energy eqnatio_. The use of these me'_hods

for the solution of the vortieit}"equation may h_ve limited acv_ntages

_- over the explicit method used in this work, formulation (i). This is

i due to th_ lack of explicit, linear bounuary conditions for the vor-

ticity at the s, .id boundaries. Such a situatAon does not exist in

-i the case of the energy equation. The vorticity nonlinear boundaw

i ronditions (4.32), (4.55), (4.45) and (4.46) were in fact disregarded.

Instead these boundary _ondit_ons were treated in the manner described

I in Section 5-7 by Equations (5.53) through (5.%)- In the case of

.|+ implicit methods, or any method that require the use of the vorticity

at the boundary taken at the n+l time level in order to advance the

ii values of the vorticity at the interior nodal points from the nth to the

! (n+l) time level, the value of the wall vorticity at the nth 1_-[_i has

to be used to approximate that at the (a+i) t_e level; because the

latter is not known. Such a linearization of the boundar) conditions

requires _he use of s,._alltime increments so that w_allnbe a good _i
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approx'-iza_ion for _-" - . That.nuch is the ease has been _e.-_.onstra-ed
wail

! by ._ing the Gauss-Se!_ei Item-afirem_tnod tc solw the ay_te-,of Equa-

g
tions (5.7)and (" a_ ....... _, c2naitlons _ -_._!, for the s_-.e initial and _',_d_'- " _3.

i

r:n i. "W2en the -zo_izi_y at the wall was treated in the rm.qner out-

lined in o _-_ ,__ec_o._ 5.8, az2"_-l!a_or overflow took p!zze, ai_nough p�_,i._d

Is unconditlonali_; stable. _7_..e__me and spatial "ncrem_n_.s -.'ereC.Oi

and 0.i respectively; To pro:-e the point further an az_.if!2!al ho:_ndary

i

eo_di.+.ionon the vcrz.iclty Wwal!=O was assumed. No ace:_ulator o%,_rfl__w

was encountered even for larger time increments. Wilkes (Th), also re-

i

!. po,_.ed that instability took place for _ne s',__-p!ccase of :mtu_a! con-

w...cn he -.:sedt vection between two parallel plates, al._houghthe method _" '

.i
' for this case is ;mcondi-_ior_'.ly s._abie. All ._hese fac_s ....o"p_o_.. the

view that the vortlcit_ nonlinear boun_a_ _ _a_.. , a+ _,o,o..... ,ous -h- wall are
I

-_ barriers against the use of large time increments and consequently do

,_ not allow the use of u.ncondltlor_:lys_abie methods _o ._ol;'e_::evor-

_i ticity equation. I_ was found by exper_men_.a_ion tha_ -he stabi!it_._

criterion given by Equation (6.}8) gives a q.aa!itativees-imate _f _he

! size of the time i:._rement _h_t should be used in the vo_icity equation.

It is of cot_rsepossible to use -;ncondltionalijsr_a%iemethods to "olve

the energy equation and the explicit method, Eqt_tion (5.8) to solve

,!

; the vor_!elty equation. A smaller time step A_ is used ili the vortici_y

"_ equation, while larger-,ime sgep, m AV. can be used in the energy-equa-

tion, where m is an integer. _er each cycle of the temperature caicu!a..

tion is accompanied b_ m cycles of _he vorticity calculation.

4
!
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CYAPT_.R 6

S_BI LITY ANALYSIS

In Cha_ter 5 the finite-difference representations of the goverr.ir_

partial differential equations was presented. In this chapter, the

stability and con';ergence of these flnite-dlfference equations will be

examined an_ criteria defined.

6.1 DE_-U_TIONS

The stability of the difference equations has been a subject for

many in%_stlgators. Nevertheless, one rarely meets pre-_ise definition

of the concepts 9f stability and con%,_rgenee of finlte-difference equa-

tlons. &gme of these definitions will be quoted here.

O'Brien, Hymmn and Kaplan (22) defined the s_abiiity and conver-

gence in zhe fbllowing way. Let E represent the exact solution of _he

partial dlfferen_.iai eqaation, D _he exact soiu_ion of the finise-

difference equations, and N the numerical solution of the d_.fference

!

equations, the -¢alue of (E-D) is c.Qlled the _._aneatlon error. To

find the conditions ,_der which D+E is th_ problem of CON';I_RGK_gCE.

: The quantity (D-N) i," called the numerical error. It may be due to

round-off ern_rs or any other kind of error. To find the condizions

under which (D-N) is small throughout the entire region of integration

Is the problem of 8_BILITY..

i

81
!

__ l , i , ..... , ]_ , | _c
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in principle, the numerica __error can be kep= unier c=ntroi even

,-i A%

for some unstable eases, (see Reference _), by ._arr.;ingout the

ea:_cula.-.ionsu!th sufficient precision. ThiS, of course, _-"-attainable

only with =omputir_g machines that carry ._n infSu!=e number of digits.

Therefore, _ is natural tc look for criteria of stabi_"zv that involve

bounds on the numerical error. Forsythe and Wasow (20) h_ve ad_pted

the following definition, if _ erzDr in_rodu=ed at e_,m_z step due

to round-off errors is _(x,y,t) su.-h that I_!-_5:then a finite-dif-

ference procedure is called stable if the nu.merical error tends to zero

with 5 and does not grow faster than (As) -l where As is the mesh size.

Iax and _chtmyer (32) consider that, for an initial ;_.iue problem,

the solution of the difference equation F(x,t) is said to converge _o

the solution of the differential problem G(x,t" if

= o,

for a general initial functicn f(x).

A flnite-difference equation is called _table by Lax and Richtmyer

(32) if the sclution F(x,t) corresponding mo a general initial function

f(x) satisfies a houndedness relation of the form

: ]iF(x_t)[]_ _(t)l[f(x)ll for 0 -_t -_t= (6.1)

: where _(_). is independent_ of As. This condition is more restrictive

¢. %

_han that -.dopted by Forsythe and Wasow (_0,, since they allow for the

-i
bound to _rc.w like a power of As
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A third concept, which is vsually associated with flnlte-dif-

ferences is the consistenc E. A finite-difference equation is con-

sidered to be consistent with mhe gi_n differential equation if the

...._%e-t-ancation error invol-_d in re;laaing zhe deri%_ti%_s by =_-_

dlff_'_nces _._nishes as 4_..._s;atia! and ._. !.........t_ -_p-:_--h__-°_

zero. It is sometimes said that such _ difference equation is a formal

I

I representation of _he differe_n+ia! equation. Lax (55) prc%_:_ that

for linear partial differential equa_icns if the consistency condi:ion

: is satisfied, then stability and convergence are equi;_lent __nd

|

i stability implies convergence.

, ;
l

6.2 A NOTE ON _ LINEABIZATION OF THE DI_W_I_EETIAL EQUATIONS

In the present problem, the governing partial differential eqtm-

tions are linearized by assuming thaz the velocity co._ponents U and V •

appearing in the nonlinear zerms U (_@/_X), V (,_@/_Y), U (_../_X),....
7

etc., are known and are %aken to be equal to their %_lues at the :ime

level n.A_. The zime step AT should, of course, be taken _ma!i enough

so _hat Vn be a good approx:.mation to L_1+z. The order of +.he error ln-

voived by carrying Gut this linearlzation can be obtained by usi:_

Taylor's series axpansion as follows:

If Uo and U are the values of the _locity compouent U at t_r_e

le;_.is vO and v = TO + AT respective!#, then

U Uo + _T a(i_/r'_ (6.__)

..... n - r
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= where 0 _-_ -_Av

Then

The approximation involved in replacing the nonlinear ten_s

u (_/_X),v (_/___),...et_.,in_tions (_._9),(_.50),(_.78)and

(_.7o) by their counterparts in the _inite-difference Eqtmtions (5-7)

through (5.1_) and (5.16) through (5.;_), as shown in Equation (6.3)

is of order O(Av). This linearization error goes to zero as the time

increment goes to zero. Indeed, all the errors induced by any of the

: %_lous finite-difference methods given in Chapter 5, .namely zx-unca-

tion and linearization errors, go to zero as both the spatial and the

time increments go to zero,and all of the above mentioned finite-

difference methods satisfy the consistency condition.

} The linearization of the partial differential equation in the

_nner pre_iously described allows the use of Lax's equi%_lence -heorem

mentioned abo%_ to prove the convergence of the finite-difference method

adopted here. As a matter of fact_ the same procedure can be used _o

_ prove the convergence of s._v stable, formal finite-difference represen-

tation of the governing partial differential equations.

6.3 M_THODS OF STABiLI',_YANALY_.S

The subject of stability of finite-difference equations ._s been

widely discussed in the literature. Various methods were developed for
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testing the stability of ":hedifference equations. Most of these

method_ are valid fer linear differential equations with constant coef-

ficients and few are ap$1icablo to linerr differential equations %ith

_r!ahle coefficients. A survey of these methods is beyond the scope

of this work. However, three methods of stability ar_lysis, which can

be applied _o pa_ial differential equations with _riable coefficients

will be briefly discu:sea. Comrarison between the stability criteria

obtained by these dlffe'_rt methods will be made.

6.3.1 Stability of Positive Type Dizfez_nce Eq._ations

We are concerned here with differential equations of the fort,

_2_. bf _f
_f _al" + a% -- A a_ + (6.4)

Where ao, ax, a_, a3 and a4 are functions of x, y and t, and ao

and al are non-negative.

Using Taylor's series expansion Equation (_._) can he formally

approxLmated by a two-level explicit finite-differenc_ equation, which

ca_,be written as

n+l n n n n

Fi,j = ai,jFi,j + ai+1,_ Fi+1,j �ai_1,j Fi_!,j "_ a_,j+i Fi,j+1

+ ai,j_I Fi,j.1 (6.5)

where the coefficients ai,j,...etc., are functions of X,y and t.

The finite-difference Equatiou (6._) is called of positive _ype if

the coefficients ai,J, ai+1,j,...etc., are non-negative, i.e.

ai,j _-O, for all i,j (6.6)

! ,
o
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ExpLicit yositive type-difference equations can be obtained for

" partial dlfferentia) eq,mtior_ of tne form (6._) by using one sided

derivatzves i.e., forward or backward derivatives according to the

sign of the coefficients _ and a3. If a2 < O, backward differences,

Equation (5.!.),should be used for a;-proximatingthe derivative

_f/_, otherwise forward differences3 Equation (5-3), should be employed.

_e same procedure _lould be followed in approximatit,_ _f/_y. The re-

sulting finite-difference equations will be of the pot_itivetype pro-

' vided that the following inequality is satisfied at aLL (i,j),

)_ l =" --_ * _-_ * _ + -At (6.7)
- 2 by e AX Ay

0

) It will be shown below that ineqlmlity (6.7) is sufficient to ens,Aref

the stability of the explicit finite-difference scheme (6.5). It is

not difficult to verify that the coefficients of Equation (6.5) have

sum equal to unity i.e.,
I

i

ai,j + ai__,j + ai+!,j -._ai,j+ x + ai,j_ _ = l (6.8)
i

Conditions (6.6)and (E.8) Imply that,

: , n+z n n-i

i gaxlFi,j!-_l_x(i,j)[Fi,j[-__4sx(i,j)lFi,j[
}

.i. __----__(i,j)lf_,jl (6.9)
l
|

i _-here f._,: is _he initial condition at (i,_). Inequanty (6.9) shows

j that stabillty_in the sense of inequality (6.1),is satisfied. If conslsten-

cy is satisfied,then according to Lax's theorem the solution of the finite-

i

__ m • ,
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difference equations converges to that of the partial differential
L

,: equations as the increments Ax, Ay and At go to zero.

Inequality (6-7) is the stability criterion for this
"- formulat ion.

: The stability and boundedness of implicit finite-difference methods

of positi_m type has been proved by Forsythe and Wasow (20). The ,ase

'. of one sided derivatives in the manner outlined above yields an ire-

s.

: plicit positive t_S_e finite-difference form for the differential Equa-

! tion (6.4), which is
-i

i! n+1 _n+1 _n+J. _n+x _n+x
)i Fi,j = bi,J i_J + bi+1,J Fi+1,J + hi-l, j _'i-l,J + bi,j+l -i3j+l
;i •

! + bi,j_ 1 F_i.j_l (6.10)!
, i

-:. The coefficients in Equation (6.i0) are always _ositi_, irrespective
i

_i of the ma_nltudes of At, &x and Ay. These coefficier_.s will be given

i{
bi,j : 1/b

bi+x, j = + At/b , a2 > 0

= aokt/b(Ax) e , a2 < 0

' : aoAt/b(Ax) a a2 > 01 bi-l,J '

_j = ao - At/b , ae < 0

i! Ax)2h,

_i bi,J+1 al= + At/b , as _ 0
" ay/

.I

:i! = aIAt/b(Ay);': , as < 0

:_ bi,j. I = aIAt/b(Ay) e , as > 0

= (.A_ _) as<Oye " At/b ,

_ IlL -- --1 .m I, ..... ,l I. m__fill _ _ . i l ,, _ . i I . I I _ I _i_
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Accordingly Equation (6.i0) is unconditionally stable.

Thus far the one-sided derivative has been employed to obtain pozi-

tire type finite-difference representation of EQuation (6.4) and suf-

ficlent conditions foA"stability have been derived. It is also possib]e

to employ central differences, Equation (5-5), to approximate the first

order derivatives _/_x and _f/_y of Equation (6.4). The conditions

under which the finite-difference method becomes of positive type can

be established. In this case, F_uations (5-5) and (5.6) may be used to

obtain the following explicit finite-difference equation for the dif-

ferential Equation (6._),

n+: n n n n n

, •Fi,j = c._.,jFi, j + ct+_, j Fi+_,j + ci__, j Fi__,j + ci,j+ _ Fi,j_._)
! n n

+ Ci,j. I Fi,j-1

where:

ci,j -- 1-_o"_t/(Ax)2-2a_.At/(AY)_'"
i

" Ci+:, j -- (ao/(Ax) 2 + a_Ax)-At

Ci.:, j = (ao/(a_) 2 - a_A_)'At (6.15)

Ci,J+1 = Ca_CAy) 2 + as/Ay)'At

ci,j._ - (a_/(Ay)2 - _/_r)-At

Therefore the conditions necessary for making (6.12Fof posit._.vetype

are,

,,l_ola_l (6.14)
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Ay laUa i (6.15)
1

At -_ (6.16)r. ol(Ax) +
i
I At this point it is necessary to emphasize the fact that subject

• to conditions (6.14) through (6.16), certral differences, can be em-
I
i

ployed to cbtain stable explicit finite-_ifference formulations for the

!, solution of Equation (6.5). Furthermore it is not difficult to see

that any of Equations (5-3) to (5.5) can be used to approximate the

first order derivatives and sufficient conditions to ensure _tability

i of the resulting two level difference equa%ions can be derived. These

conditions may be given by one or more of inequalities (6.7), (6.14),

(6.15) or (6.16). This is in contradiction with the argume.Ltsmade by

some authors that only the use of one-sided derivatives would yield

: stable finite_difference forms.

It is also clear that the use of central differences would yield

implicit positive type finite-d_fference approximations for Equation

(6.4), assuming that conditions (6.14) and (6.15) are satisfied. The

resulting implicit finite-difference equation can be written as;

I

n+1 n n+z n+_ n+:

Fi,j = di_j Fi>J + di+1,j Fi+1,j + di_l,j Fi-l,J _ di,j+l Ft,j+_

: n+l

., + di,J. I Fi,j-z

.!

_ where,

-2
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' di, j = 1/C

' di+1,j : (ao/(ax) 2 + as/ax)at/c

di.1, j = (ao/(Ax) _ - aJAx)At/C (6.18)

di,D+, : (a_/ay2-+aslaz)at/C

di,j-z : (al/Ay a - as/Az)At/C

c : i+ 2[ao/(ax)2+a,/(ay)2]at

The conclusion made in the above paragraph regardi_ the possibility

of using forward, backward or central differences to approximate Equa-

tion (6.4) by stable finlte-differenc? forms of positive type is general

and mathematically sound. It is based on the definition and properties

of positive type difference equatlonF. The use of central differences

is the most desirable because it Jffers "the least txn/ncation error.

However, condition_ (6.i4)and (6.15),whics are imposed by stability

o± such a formulation shou] I be satisfied.

Frcm the p_letiea- point of view, (6.1_i_ and (6.15) can be satisfied
!

; for _lues of ',(ao/a_)iand la,/a.I, which lead to a reasonable number

of grid points. For easec where ]ao]<<]aa] and/or ]ax]<<]as], the use

of central differences will be impractical° Indeed, for pro.>lem_ of

praetinal interest, such as natural con%_etion problems with high

Grashcf numbers and/or small a/b ratios, aO <<laal and ax <<lasl. For

, such problem q the use of one-sided differences for approximating the

!
|

first orSer deri _tives in the nonlinear terms offers the best choice

of two undesirable alternatives.

8,
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the stsbiLity criteria imposed

by the positive type finite-differencez are regarded to be conservative.

Nevertheless, the use of this procedtu_eyiplded sufficient stability

criteria for the flnite-dlfference fo'.-_ven by Equation (6.27), while

other methods for stsbility an_lys_s failed to p_dict its behavior.

This point will b'.discussed further in discussing the Vcn Neumann

method of stability analysis, as will as, in investigating the stability

of formulations (i) through (iv) given in Chapter 5-

6.3.2 Electric Circuit Analogy

The concept of circuit theory dealing with electrical instability

was applied to study the gtabiLity of flnite-difference equations by

Karplus (30). Two criteria for the stability of finite-difference equa-

tions, which have the same form as the equilibrium equations of the

electric network were given. This method can be applied to examire

the stability of any finite-difference approximations of Eqaation

(6.4) as follows;

Assuming that the difference equations can be writ'_enin the

following form;

n r n n n n n Yl

CO (Fi+1,_.'Fi,J)_Cl(Fi.1,J-Fi,J)+C2(Fi,J+l'Fi,J)_Cs(Fi,j-1"Fi,0)+
(6.19)

c4(Fi,j
%

where CO > O.

Then the finite difference Equation (b.19) is stable _uAderany of

the two fcllowing e_nditions:

_j L_2
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(I) a__ the coefficients Co,CI,C_,C3 and C4 are positive
L_

4 (2) If some of these coefficients are negative, a sufficient

condition for the stability is that the algebraic sum of

the coefficients be negative

The stabJiity v_iceria obtained by this method lead in most cases

r

-_ to finite-difference equations _.f_ositive type. However the _ecoad

i condition seems to be more promising for the study of cases where the

finite-difference equations are not of positi_ type. The application

of this method to the two-level finite difference ;_rsions of the dif-

fe:_ntial Eguation (6.k) will yield the same ccnciusions reached above

i using the concept of "positi%_ type difference-equations."

Upon examination of the stability of most of the known finite-

difference methcds for the solution of the heat conduction equation,

i it 1_s found that if condition (_) given by Karplus is modified to

read as follows: "If some of the coefficients are uegative, a suf-

@
T

_ ficient cor_ition for the stability is that the algebraic sum of the

_ coefficients should not be greater than zero," then the belmvior of

_ a wider class of explicit finite-difference methods such as those of

"_ Duforr and FraDkel (15), _.,idBarakat and Clark (6), whose stability

cannot be l,redictedby the conditions given originally by Karplus,

can be de_ermlned by this method.

:i 6._-3 The Von Neumann Method of Stability Analysis

This method was first described by O'Brien, Hyman and Kaplan (k2).

It is regarded by most authors to be more general than the previous

?
ones. According to this method, it is asst_medthat the solution of the

.,
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finite-dlfference equations can be represented by a Fourier expansion

written as a product of three independent functions each depend':_nc3n

only one of the independent _ariables. This solution is then substituted

in the finite-difference eqoati.ons and the corditions necessarj in order

that the general term in the Fourier e).qDansionrer_ains bounded _re es-

tablished. Theoret_cally thi__ method applies t9 a s..-ml!class of linear

equations with constant coefficients, while the coefficlents of the

governing eguati.ons vary in magnitude and sign with tLme and location.

i According to Von Neumann, this difficulty can be circomvented by appl_--

ire[ the mezhod to a seguence of overlapping small regions, each region

being so small that the coefficients .may be considered constant. In

the present case, the criterion obtained for the _tability of the

finite-difference equations will be tested at each nodal polnt and the

t" .e step is altered accordingly.

The basic idea of this method of stabilits" analysis can be out-

lined a_ follows;

The general explicit finlte-difference equation corresponding to

Equation (6.4) can be written in the form

r=l

n+lFi, j = (Ci+r,j_i+r,j + Ci,j+r_i,j+r) (6.20)

r=-i

The solution of the initial value problem is expressed as a Fourier

series,

kl k_
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where k x and ka are integers.

Substitutin_ the Fourier series (6.21) in the finite-dLfference

Equation (6.20), the following relationship is obtained

1

= eik!rAx g(n)
_(n+1) (Ci+r,j + Ci,j+r eik_rAy

(6.22)

denoting the quantity between brackets in (6.22) by 7(n) Equation (6.22)

can be rewritten as

_(n+_)= 7(n)_(n). (6.21)

•The factor 7 is usually called the amplification factor.

From (6.23), it is clear that _(n+x) _an be written as a fun_tlon

: of_(o),

(n-_)7(n) (o)i _(n+a.) _- 7(0) 7(:1.) .... 7 ._ (6.241.)

If 7 is time independent, then

.(n+_) (o)= (7)n-_ (6.25)

-_ It is clear that the solution will be bounded as &t*O a_A n_, if

: .
g is bounded, which requires that;

_ 171-_ 1 . (6.26)
: (kx,k2)

' Richtmeyer (52) relaxes this condition for linear differential

,: equaSions with constant coefficients and expresses the stability con-
i

dition as:

! _x 171• 1+o(At) (6._)J

(kl,k2)

_,
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He points out that in some problems it is possible for the component

of the exact solution to grow exponentially with increasing time and

the condition (6.26) will not permit such a growth and c_nnot be satis-

fied without _iolatir_ the consistency condition. It appears that the

! use of stability condition (6.27) should be exercised with care since

in _ome cases condltior (6._," will be misleading as discussed in

)
Section 6.5-

i

: i In the case of time-_ependert coefficients, a sufficient and neces-
!

sary condition fcr stability is that the product [T_O)y(1)...7_n-zJ7_n)]":" _'"

be bounded. Accordingly, the following condition will be sufficient tc

ensure stability;

: kl,k_

The same method can be adopted to study the stability of a sy_.tem
t

of linear equations as follows.

: Let F be a vector of p components, which represents the function_

to be determined. 'l_nefinlte.-difference expsession in this case can be
{

written as

where A is a pxp matrix.

The general term of the Fourier series expansion of _ can be written

as_

g(kz,k2,t).e (6.30)

where _ is also a p-component vector.
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I
The substitution of the Fourier series expansion (6.30) in the

finite-difference Equation (6.29) give the relation between the values T

of the vectors _--_n+z) and _(n), such a relationship will have the form,

-_Cn+,)= _(n) C6.31) -

whereB is a pxp matrix, called the amplification matrix.

For system of differential eqtmtlons with constant coefficients, ._

Equation (6.31) gives the following relationship, j
?

_(n+1)_- ._n+11-_(o) C6.32)

It is not difficult to show that in order that g(n+l) be bounded, the

eigenvalues kl,..-,kp of the amplification matrix should s_tisfy the i

following inequality _:

(km'ke)

For problems with time-dependent coefficients, the coefficients
J

. of the amplification matrix changes with time and at each time step a

new matrix is generated. Accordingly, (6.91) can be rewritten as, :

_ "_() B( )_( ) (6 3_) "
_. 2 2 1 ;_

It is assumed in this case that the _tabilit¥ of the finite-dif-

i ference equations is satisfied if the eigenvalues of the amplification

matrices B(x) ..,B(n+i) _atisf¥ inequality (6.33). Although this! pe

latter assumption is considere_ heuristic, the method has worked for a

-!

-- - J , _ 1 _ I rl i
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wide class of problems. However, the failure of this method to predict

the behavior i.e., stability or unstability of some of the most de-

sirab-e finite-difference method, namely formulation (iv) of section

5.4, will be discussed in the next section, where the procedure for

its numerical a_T,!icationwill be give.n.
[

|

i 6.4 STABILITY OF THE ENERGY AND VO_TICITY EQUATIONS
i

i

' By applying any of the methods of stability analysis discus._ed

i earlier, sufficient criteria can be obtained for the stability of any

finite-difference method that can be obtained by usfr_ any of the

i formulas (5-3), (5.4), (5-5) and (5.6) to approximate the partial deri-
!

i : vatives in Equations (4.49), (4.50), (4.78) and (4.79).In this sec-

i

tion, the stability of each of formulations (i) thro'_h (iv) given in

,_{ Chapter 5 wl1-1be analyzed. The conditions under which each of these

! formulations becomes of"the posltlve-ty_e will he obtained. These con-

1 _ ditions, which are sufficient for the stability of the finite-difference

1 equations, will be compared with those obtained by using the Fourie_"

f series method.

!

I (I) Stability of the Explicit-Difference Equations, Formulation (i)

!1 r (a) Rewritting each of Equations (5.7), (5.8), (5.11) and (5.12)

in the same form as Equation (6.5), the following is obtained;

A. Rectangular (L_-O,'_O) (6.35)

/ui__/_ _2 n "i_ a2 _0n +
_Y b_(AX)_ _2 h'(AX)_i-_,J

I _ Pl ..... _, _ ,,, i ...... i _ L , il
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1

t

f_

tAv_s9i+z,j + a_ + + @i,J+1 (8.}5)

[

n+1 _A., -,-Vi'.....-._j + + wi,j +
_ :'i, J = aY be _aX)e

: . v[Ui,j a_ p(a_.___) r. a m Pr n (6.56)a _.'_-- + _ wi_!, j + be (ax) _ A","wi+3.,O +

It is clear that Equations (6.55) and (6.36) will b_ of positive

t_pe if the following i':cqualitiesare s_rlsfied;
r

(lui_l Ivi,:l + _ae _)
__I (6jr)

and

A'r +-- + + _;' (6.38)
' b2 (Ax)e

inequality (6.37) is obtained from the energy equation (6.35), while

(6.38) is required by the vorticity eq_tatlon(6.36).

n+l

It should be noted that the coefficient of @i_J-1 in Equation

(6.36) is alway._negative. However since @i,J will be bounded, then

iI the last term in (6._6) will be bounded for an_vfinite-value of Av and

I AY. This term remains bounded as either of _v or A_ Or both go to

' zero. The argument is clear for the case when A_ goes to zero and

_ AY remains finite. For th"_.other case, inequality (6.37) re.quiresthat

x
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i
I Av goes faster to zero than (AY), which will ensure the boundedness

i
! of this term as A_ approaches zero.

i
Inequalities (6.37) and (6.58) could have beer,obtained directly

!

I by applying inequality (6.7) to the differential Equations (4._9) and

! (_.50).

The same stability criteria applies for the ease in which a_ of

the velocity coefficients U or V cr both are negative pro%_idedthat

i forward differences, Equation (5-3), are used in the cor_.sponding

i nonlinear terms.

It may be of interesc to examine the case of negative velocity
J

_: components in Eo'_ations (6.35) and (6.36). In this case the coef-

ficients of the finite-differenceEquations (6.35) and (6.36) will be

positive if,

I

(6.3v)

a_ P-!r Pr _Pr op, _ iV_i
-_ Iuli,j -_ _x ; Ivli,j ; _ + - ' _ 1

_ (6._o)
._

A method similar to the latter ease was used by w_,t._ for solving

•_ the lamir_r boundary layer equations. His stability criteria are

I similar to those given by Equations (6.59) and (6.40).

In the remainder of this section, the discussion will be limited to

the rectangular coordinates. The same conclusions hold for the cylindri-

cal ease. Whenever it _eems necessary, the stability criteria for the

.!; . :.
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cylindrical coordinates will be given without giving the details of

their derivation.

B. Cylinderical Ccordinates

Following the same procedure used in thu rectangular case: it can

be shown thet the finite-difference Equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.66)

are of positive type provided the following inequalities are true;

(_x) AR b_ (Ax)2+ __1 (6.41)

2a_ Pr 2 Pr ='_._
_, AI ,,R ha (Ax)_(A-'_.)-1

CuAIJ_x"" i _)Av + b2 A-X2+ -_ i (6.43)

(b) .The application of Fourier series method to formulation (i).

?_e solution of the difference equations can be written as a

Fourier series, the form Of which is as follows (27)

w(n) = I I _(n) i(klX+ksy)i,J e (6._)
kx k2

(n) ei(k 1X+k_Y)

kl k2

th
where kx and k2 are intergers, n is a supersoript denoting the n

time period and g and g are functions of kl and k2. Substituting the

system of Equations (6._) and (6.k5)into Equations (6.35) and (6.36)

the following equations are obtained after some algebraic manipulations"I

2
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km ke L "1

O_ _(n+X)_ei(klX+ksY) = 0
..J

I g(n+1)-g(_)(C1+Ce e-k!AX+Cs e-lkeA'Y+C4e IAX+C5 eik2AY)

kl ket.

From the above equations it is concluded that the difference equations

are satisfied if

! = n+l: _(n+m) _(r.)(C_l+Gae.ikl_X._._ e_IkaAZ_ eikm_X+C_selkaAY)+O&s

] " (6._6)

and

{ _(n-:-_)_(n)(_ -_ e-_.Y+_4, = e _63 eikl_-H3s eik_Y )

|

! where:

al = i - a Pr _ 2 Pr Ui_ A7
AX AX /

Pr

; _e = (AX)a+ A_

I 0%= P_(A--_ + Vi''I_A'Ax/

i a2 Pr!

}
_s --er _,/(_z)_"

I
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• !02

_ = z - _ (Ax)_+ 21( IAX+Vi,jlAAT

_ = (_I(b_X)%Ui,J_X)A_
-

_s = (I/(A¥)e+Vi,J/AY)AT

_4 = (a/(bAX))'-A_

No definition has been given to _s since it has no effect on this

anal,sis.

The system of Equations (6.46) and (6.47) are of the form:
i

}

•i _(n+l) = ael g(n)(kl,ke)+aa_u(n)(kl,ka) (6._9)

In a matrix notation the above equalities can be written as

: r,<:+,>]=r:,,.,:1r,<:>]i bon+=> L'=" =_JL.<o> _._o>
l

_ne quantity between the first brackets on the right hand side of
i

(6.50) is the amplification matrlx. The von Neumann condition neees-

i sary for _tabilit_ is that: I,kiim,xl _ I where kmax is the largest eigen-

!

n value of the amplification .matrix. The eigenva].l_sare given by:

•' _all-_ al2

I = o (6.51)
4

I aal a2_,-'k
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_abstituting the value= of all, al2, ... etc., ir the above de-

terminant and solving for k we get:

: kz = _z+_2 e-ikiAX_ e-ikaAY*o% eiklAX_s eikaAY (6.52)

k2 = 6_+62 e-ikiAX+_s e-lkaAM_4B4eiklAX'%65 eikeAY (6.55)

The coefficients GI,G2,--- ,Om,Oe-..etc., are all positive except (_Iand

91 which may be positive or negative. The largest absolute values of

kl and Am occur when ali the terms in Equations (6.52) and (6.53) are

i real, i.e., when kIAX = kaAT = _T then,

: k:max = _l+a2+_, +o% +as (6.5_)

i k_x = _i+_+_s*_5 (6.55)

Substituting the values of _m,_a,...,_l,...,Ss in '

L

klm_x = kawax = 1 (6.56)

.,, Therefore, we can conclude that kmax will not exceed tntizyand it will

i ._otimpose any stability restricticns. If there may be any restrictions,

it will be to prevent the minimum value of k from becomi_ less than -1.

The minimum of the eigenvalues occur _:henk1&X = kaAY = _ and are

I
given by

i
I

klmin = _ - _2 - 0% - C_ - as

! ,
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._- X_tn = a-2A-(2(a/b_)2+21(aY)2+lUl,j,iIAx+lvi,jll Y)

There.fore for Iki -_I the follcwing inequalities should be

F

[ satisfied:

_a 2
v _- e + + lui,:ll_z + Ivt,jlf __1 (6._)
L

b.
;: A,(_rfa!h&X) 2+_rl(_y)2+ t ''A-,Ui,j, ! . �Ivi,jii_o)__1;) -

:: (6.58)
=
5
_ Equations (6.57) and t6.58) are the necessary requirement for

t_
s_abillty. For values of Prandtl number less than unity, inequality

__ (6.57) is more restrictive and therefore should be used. For higher

valueg of Prandtl __umberinequa'!ty (6.58) must be used.

<
_ The same stability criteria will be obtained if any of the velocity

•_.. components U and V or beth are negative and forward differences are

used in the corresponding nonlinear terms.

_ It is quite clear that for _his method the Yon Neumann method of

_ s_'ibility_nalysis requires that the finite-difference equations
P

be of positive ty_. As a matter of fact, all the ccnclusions reached

above for this method using the concept of positive-type differences

wi be obtained using the you Neumann method.
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(II) Stability of the Explicit Formulation (ii), Eq,mtions (5.9)

and (5.10)

: Equations (5-9) and (5.10) are rewritten in the form,

= 9. .+AT a2 ""

@.t,j b2 (L.Z) 2 (_'j !,_ 2(TXF. C-i_.., j

+ _"q-_2 (a):)2 2AX"J --i+'..,_i
i

, + ,j+l4 2,,.:)%,j_., .

•"i,j :- b_ (_x)_ (,.,y)2] w-,j + ._-,- (,..z)2+_-_,/ i-".,j. _ . n + A# Pr _ _

i Av(aePr Ui,j_ n _Fr . Vi_wi,j_z Vi,j_:: _,b_ (A-X)__,Jw_+_'J+_'L,'(_)_ _,-_, \(_)2 2_Y/
:i

n A'r Pr n+l _n+z -

-i wi,j+l + 2A'--_Y(@i,j+1 " 9_ ,J-l} (6.60)

! The finite-difference Equation (6.59) is of positive-type i.e.,

:i
; stable provided _hat,

i \b2 (A_')2 + (_)2 _-z;c _V_ _-_v __=-aY(6.61,)
!
,t

;i Likewise Equation (6.60) will be of positive type if;

• (2a 2 2Pr_ 2aaPr 2Pr_I ,_ Pr + _-i, U ___ V__ _ (6.62)

I,

,: Acco_Singl_- formulation (ii) is stable under conditions (6.6!)and

, (6.6_).

Application of the Fourier series method to formulation (ii) leads

to the same stability criteria given by inequalities (6.61)and (6.62).
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Substitution of the series (6._4) and (6._5)in Equations (6.59)and

(6.60), fcllowi.ng the same procedure used in the previous case, it

will not be difficult zt show that the eigenvaiues of the smplifica-

tion eretria:are given by:

' IkxI'a = [i 2a2 pr Av(i_coskzAX)_ 2PrAv(l_co_aAy)_eb_ (&X-__ __(AM)a . +

i[(Ua*/aZ_si.,kzaX+ (W,%/aY)slnk_Y]: (6.65)

i I× I : 1 _

t,_r;_/_:)s1._IAx.,+ ,[v_/,_Y)si_]2 (6.6_)

the oonditions under which I}-11and Ikal become less than unity can be

_ tablished by differentiating Equations (6.6})and (6.64) with re-

|
spect to (kzAX) and (kaAX) to obtain the maximum of kl and ke- The

work Involved is tedious. The details of the analysis are given in

Appendix II. The results of Appendix II show that if inequalities

(6.61) and (6.62) are violated, this method will be unstable.

(ILl) Stability of the Implicit Difference Equations, Scheme III

The implicit finite-differer&ce Equations (5.i5) and (5.16) in

which implicit backward differences are used with _osiZive velocity

components U and V, and forward differences are used otherwise are

unconditionally stable. This can be established by using any of the

previously mentioned methods of stability analysis. Inspection of

._l.ecoefficients of these difference eq,.mtions shows that they are
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of positive-type, regardless of the value of the time or the spatial,

increments. The same conclusicn will be reached by using the yon

Neuma_n method. The application of the latter method to this case

is as simple as it_ application to formulation (i), and therefore

it wil:, be omitted.

The advantages and shortcomir_s of such methods, as woil as the

limitations on their use to solve the energy and vorticity equations,

are discussed at length in Section 5.9, which should be consulted be-

fore using any unconditionally stable finlte-differences to solve the

vorticity equation.

(IV) Stability of tile Implicit Difference Equecions, Formulation (iv)

The study of the stability of this method ceserves some special

- considerations for reasons that will be clear fro_L the context of the

following discussions It is usually believed that implicit differences

i
are _,nconditionally stable, as is the case for the heac difusion equa-

tion. .Rowe_r, it will be seen that this is not _r_e for differen!ial

equaZions containing first order derivatives.

The use of th_ yon Neumann method shows that it is unconditionally

stable. This can be demonstrated by substituting Equations (6.44)

and (6.45) in Equations (5.25) and (5.26) to obtain the following

relationship

n-t-i n
|A = CI"_ P

_n+z = Ca_ n +Css_n

[
TL ..... m d - ' -- ' ....
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where:

[I 2aaAvbe(_) 2 2A, _.AU__c11= I/ * (1-co_iAX)+_ (l-co_Y), si_AX,

a_vVA-ZTsi_x)]

Pr Am
C2z = -- i si_aY/C2_

AY

2a_ra_ (l-cosk,X) + -- ( si_kzaX+c22 = z/ +b_ax_2 (a_)2 k.Ax%;

AXva-'-!TsinkaAY)]

The amplificatioa matrix B(t) is given by

ez Ce

_le eigenvalues of the amplification matrix .kland.A__are:

kz = Czz ; k_ = C2a

The maximum of the absolute magnitude of Az and _-aoccurs when

cosk:AX = cosk_Y = 1 and

Therefore, according to this method of stability analysis, this

formulation should be unconditi_nally stable.t

Actual calculations have sho_n that the above conciusion isr

erroneous. For the conditions of run i, accumulator overflow took

place after few time ster.susing llxll grad. The eonditio.,_requi_d
K

_o make this Of the positive-type i.e., stable, are:
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Ui,j _ 2a2 1 2b_- A--X; Vi'j _---AT (From Energy, E_.) (6.65)

and

Ui,j _ 2a2Pr 2Pr• _ _From Vort. ) (6.66)b --RT;%,J

_"ne calculations carried out for the conditions of run l, usin_

llxll gzid and taking (a/b) = i and g = 0.0322 in order that (6.65)a:.,_

(6.66) were satisfied, showed no sigD.s of instability. _" _the .-ire,

the calculations show that even for the case of constant coefficients

this method becomes unstable if inequalities (6.65)and (6.66)are

violated.

6.5 A MORE G_ERAL APPROACH TO THE STABILITY OF THE _XPLT_CIT FINITE-

DIFFERENCE _UATIONS

The stability of zhe various flnite-difference formul_,tions has

been examined "IsiI_ differen.t methods cf s_bility anal_sis, namely

the yon Neumann method a'._dthe concept of positive-ts_e differences.

ThL applicztion o._the first method to difference equations with

variable coefficients is considered heuristic. The second nethod,

although mathematically sound, has failed to pre@Ict the stability- of

some useful flnite-difference formulations.

In thi_ section a more general approach to the study of the

stability o:-"the explicit finite-difference equations will be pre-

sented.

I
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The explicit finite-difference Equation (6.5), whose stability

criterion is required, is written in the following form which is the

same as that of Equation (6.29).

--_mn+i) = A(ndl)F(n) (6.67)

_.¢ . % n+l Atn)
where F _n'-zj is a p-compcnent column vector [Fi, j] and is a

five-diagor_i pxp matrix. "i_neentries on any row ol this matrix w_l

be given by the coefficients ai,j, ai+l,j, ai_1,j, ai,j+ z and ai,j.__.

From Equation (6.67),the following re_-urrenee formulae can be

written:

_(O = A(1)_Co)

; -_e) = A(e)_(.' ) = A(a)ACl_o.)

)

. -_("+.') = A(n+z)A(n)...A(1)";)I_"
y

_ whe 0) is the initial values of the "._ctor F. _le norm of the vec-

i "-'"+" ) IF(n+')tcr _:_ _- _hieh is denoted by I II, satisfies the following in-.

{ eqtu)lity:

• iIF(n+,)ll_ IIA(n+")A(n)...A(a)il.IIF(0)!I

< _ !!A6'+"_I'!('"_Jl.... IIA("IlI'IIF<C)II (6.69)
#
P

; From Equation (6.69)it is clear that for any iuitlal - e _or

: -e-(ol _(n+'-)
_ , the veczor _" will be bounded if the pe_:_act of the norms

A(u+$_!' of the matrices A(n!..,A (_) is bounded. A sufficient condition

--_(n+1)
! for the boundedness of the vector F can therefore be written as:

IIA(n)il_ 1 (6.7'o3
.i

_- -- ' ' ' "_ _ _ Hm r .......
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i

Upon substitution of Equation (6.70) in inequality (6,68), the follow-

J
ing inequality is obtained:

II_(n+")!l -_ !!F(O)!l, (6.71)

which indicates that Equation (6.67) is stable assumlr_, of course,

that (6.70) is satisfied.

The choice of the norm of the matrices A (n) is a matter of con-

venience. The most appropriate norm for use in connection with

inequality (6.70) is the row norm which is defined by:

ilA(n)llI = _ Ij lai,jl
i

Therefore, inequality (6.70) can be rewritten as:

maxI lai'J I _ 1 (6.72)j
i

Inequality (6.72) is sufficient for the szability of the explicit

, finite-difference Equations (6.5).

| Sometimes the criteria known to be sud'flclent are regarded as

}

4 conservative. In order to evaluate the stability cri%eria given by in-

equality (6.72), it will be applied to the explicit finlte-difference

formulation of the energy equation given by Equation (5.7). It is not

difficult to show that for this formulation, inequality (6.72)requires

that

2b2(_x)2 AX2 _ Ax j
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(

i_ which is the same criterion obtained previously. Furthermore, it is

_ noticed that the z_sulting difference equations are of positive type.

_• As another example of the application of this method, the follow-

_ ing one-dlmensional diffusion equation, is considered.

_: - (6.75)

n+l n n n n

@i -el = @i+I_2@i+@i-I (6.74)
•: At (_)_

' The stability condition (6.72) requires that:

At_-(_)2 (6.75)
2

Inequality (6.75) is precisely the established necessary stability

criterion of formulation (6.74). The treatment of boundary conditions

is accomplished by the application of the same criterion i.e., in-

equality(6.71).

The above results indicate that the method of stability analysis

presented in this section seems to be promising, as f_r as the

stability analysis of explicit finite-difference equations with

variable coefficients are concerned.

It should be mentioned that the application of this method to all

the explicit finite-difference formulations mentioned in earlier see-

tiozs leads to the same conclusions concerning their stability.

._ It was also found that the application cf the stability criterion

.l
,_ given by inequality (6.72) to implicit finite-difference equations

leads to the _ame conc].usionsobtained by other methods of stability

"2

4_
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analysis. However, mathematical investigation of this case similar to

that made for explicit formulations has not been worked yet.

6.6 SUMMARY OF THE HESULTS OF THIS CHAPTER
f:

From the discussions presented in this chapter, the following

4

conclu_=ions can be drawn:

i "i : (i) Any finite-difference representation of the energy and

i vorticity equations or any partial differential e_ _tion which has

the form of Equation (6.4) is stable if it is of positive type.

(2) For positive velocity components U and V, the use of back-

ward differences, Equation (5.4) for approximating the first order

derivatives in the nonlinear terms together with Equation (5.6) to

approximate the second order derivatives, permits the construction

i of positive type difference equations, for which sufficient and practi-
°

cal stability criteria can be derived. The same is true should for-
t

• ward differences be used to approximate the nonlinear ter_s whose

I velocity coefficients are negative, present time,
At the this method

I seems to be the most practical one to use, since the _patial incre-ments can be chosen as desired, while the time increment is determined

by stability considerations.

(3) The use of the central differences in the nonlinear terms,

which is preferable from the point of view of the truncation errol-,

_i is possible only for cases in which the resulting difference eq1_tions

,_e of positive type. This requires that inequalities similar to

-i i
_1 ii A_ ,JI I _ _ -- --* -- - I II _JI 1 " JllllllLI ..... I II
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(6.61), (6,62) or (6.64) and (6.65) shculd be satisfied. For high

velocities, i.e., high Payleigh numbers, this would mean the use of

very small spatlal increments, which may require storage capacity be-

i yond tha_ of existing machines, and possibly a prohibitive amount of
!

machine time. This applies to implicit, as well as, explicit methrds:

regardless whether the coefficients are constant or variable.

The necessity of satisfying the above mentioned inequalities

was demonstrated by considering the followir_ simple one-dimensional

equation with constant coefficients.

+ al_; f(o,t)=l,f(l,t)=o,f(x,o)=o
= a°_-_ _x

Accordingly the use of central differences to approximate _f/_x

, requires that Ax be chosen such that:

_ _-lali (6.76)
. _

g

I when laxl was taken 5_ larger than that required by the equali_.ysign

I.

in Equation (6.76) unstable results were obtained.

i The above conclusions are in contradiction with some published

i literatu_ (52), which holds that for linear equations with constant

I coefficients stability is unaffected by the first order terms. These

erroneous conclusions are based on tLe use of the stability criterion

_ tL _rl

.I (4) The stability criteria obtained by the method of yon Neumann

are also those required to make the difference equations of positive-

J

4
.J

.-r _ _ . . • "" ' "' - _ - '= -- --"
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l

i t_e.

(5) The method of yon Neumann leads to incorrect results when

applied to implicit methods co_responding to differential equations of

the form (6.4), _shosediffer:;_--_.equations are not of the positive- @

} type. This was demonstrated by _pplylng it to formulation (iv), as

well as to other formulations, which are not reported here.
,i

_:i All the _bove.conclusions were sub_.antiated by mathematical

:I
!I e_e__entatior using an IBM 7090 digital computer.

:l

ii,

P

i
!

:i

q

...... _-- _ "_ _ ' " _ , I. ill . -- IJ_..... I II ,_
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EX2-_E._',,"T.AI, W,.)I:_

_u ex_erime .ta_ program was carried tc study the p.,e..um_no__.... of

_hera_i _*.ra_fication in liquid coutainers. The experimer_s wore'__

condu-_¢.edin a _ylindrical as well as a rectan_alar _ontai..-er.,"T:e

re_a!ts obtai:xedfrom these experiments are compared to those of the

thecretical anmiysis __nChapter 6.

7.i D_ECP/PTI._ON0__THE i_CTP_NGL_IARAPPAFA_

The appar_.tusconsists of three parallel compartments sepa2ated

by two, 1/16: thick cop_er -_'ails.The middle comgartment is used am

_- a tes_ sectior::while the outer two are used to intercept the steam

- used for heating, _ig. 7- -Thetwo outer =o_tainer_, which are 5"

_. wide, 9" high.and 20" !or_ are formed from 1/16" thi_ ¢o_per metal

sheets. These two containers are placed parallel to each other, bu_

_; 3" apart, o_.,_ra flat pl__teof transite i/_" thick, 9" wide and 20"k

"_. long. The third comparTaeut is formed between the t%c containers by"

: using two end plates, _" wide and 9" high to co_121eteits sides. One

of these end plates is from _lexlgiass and the other is made from

7.

transite. Rubber ga_ets are. ised. where any two sides are screwed

together, to prevent leakage. The middle compartment is filled with

the test fluid, i.e. water to a height 8-1/h". Heating of the walls

: of the middle container is accompl_.shedby impinging steam on the

%

_. 116
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walls separating the outer containers from the .middle¢.'_e.The s_eam

Issues from a ntw_bcrof fine holes drilled in copper tubes forming

through bo_h :ontainers. Six of these t'J)esare mounted ho._izontaii:{:

parallel to the wail_ _n each outer _.ontainer. _"_etubes of each

bank -_r_closed at one end, while steam is fed to _he other end through

u common header. Thus two steam headers are "_ed. "Ynecondens_.te

is drained from each o'_er conte.i_erthrough s draining pi_De I/2"

diameter. _ne s_eam supply s)-stemsfor both tube banks are arranged

in such a way to _rovide as mu-:hsymmetr/ with ta.-_kcenter iLne, as

possible.

Six TJnermoco'_ples,numb_.r15 thro'_h i8, are s'_Ideredto one of

the coutaiuer walls at heights i-5;8, 5-3/8, 5-5/16, 6-5/16, 6-15_'16

and 7-1/2" fl_m the bottom respecti_m1_v. _ese thermocouples are lo-

cated above each other at half the length of the container. -Two

additional _hermo_ou_ies number_ 19 and 20 were added ?_ter _o _he

same _ll of the container at height 5-5/i6" andare .5and 15" from

the container end. Also a_ the same time two thermocouples reJaubers

21 and 22 were soldered to the other wail at 5-5/16"'helgh_ and at 5

: and i0" from the same eft. These four thermocouples were added to the

wall in order to examine the spanwise variation of the wall temperature

and the symmetry, Fig. 13, page 129.

•l%'elvethermocouples numbers I through 12 are used to measure

the liquid temperature. The locations of these thermocou_les as well

as the others are shown in Fig. 8. I
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LocationsofThermocouples

Chromelvs. ConstantanNo.30duplex

Fig. 8. Thermocouple locations in the rectangular container.

._ , , I IIII ...... _ - -
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L.

A 36-chRnnel Honeywell visicorder model 1012 :aasused to record

the temperature- of these themoeouples. Chromel-const, ar'_an duplex

gauge 30 wire is used for the thermocouples. _n ice bath is used for

t.he refe__nc_ Junctions. Each the_ocouple circuit, cor.sisti_ of "the

thermocouple itself, the visicorder channel to which it is connected

and the necessary wiring, was calibrated indi_duallM.

7-2 DESCRIPTION OF THE 3YLINDR!CAL APPARA'I_JS

"Thecylindrical apparatus consists of a bronze tube _" outer

diameter _v_.ng 1/8" thick walls and i foot long. The details of the

constructicn of the cylEnder Is shown in Fig. 9- The cylinder was

closed at the bottom by pressing a bronze disc inside the cylinder

to a depth of 5/16';. Two other discs made of transite and styrofoam are

glued together and insered in the cylinder. They are fastened to

bottom disc by 4 screws. A thin disc of teflon is cemented to the

upper face of the styrofoam. The use of styrofoam reduces the heat

losses through the cylinder bottom. Sealing of the bottom is accom-

plished by putting a thin layer of styrofoam cement over the teflon

disc at the cylinder walls on14F. The cylinder walls are recessed

to 1/32" thickness from both ends as shown in Fig. 9 to reduce the

heat losses by conduction through the ends.

The cylinder is heated electrical_ using 1/2" wide and 0.0035"

.. thick nichrome heatin_ ribbon, which was wound helically around th_

) cylinder. _ne pitch of the helix is equal to 5/8" The heating
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Transite Dis:

_i_"_- . .....: -';_ . - _"_i__ ,._i_.

__.-_ M2" 1hi rk Insu_i'Jm

• -- "---- ------" 12

....
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_, + _ . I" _ I I- lMkn Disc

__"/__ -,- F-_
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^rrangment Z/ ;

_ '

F18. 9- Test Vessel assembly.
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ribbon was insulated from the cylinder by a layer oT scotch electric

tape No. 69, that withstands temperatures as high as 356°F. Two

other layers of the same tape were wrapped over the heater ribbon in

order to hold it in contact with the cylinder wall.

Twenty copper-constantan thermocoupies number 1 through 20 are

embedded in the cylinder wall. The locations of the thermocouple_

are shown in Fig. 9- These locations are chosen to enable the ezamina-

tion of the nature of the wall temperature distribution in the azi

muthal direction. Therefore, enough,information can be obtained to

a_cess.the assumption of t_o-dimensional flow. Also, better evalua-

tion of the axial wall temperature distribution can be made.

_._eliquid temperature is measured at ten locations using 30 gauge

copper-constantan thermocouples. Four of these thermocouples are

arrar_gedin order ;o observe the symmetry with respect to the cylinder

axis. Twenty galvanometers are available for use in the vislcorder.

Ten of the wall ther_ocouples are connected to the same channels

measuring the liquid thermocouples through ten double throw kuife

switches. Of course, either the liquid or wall temperature, which

: are ¢ ,nnected to the same channel, can be recorded st a time.

The electric power was obtained by using a set of 12 _lt

batteries, which are arranged to give the desired voltage. This pro-

cedure was follo'_edto elimir_te the A,C. interferance with the gal-

vanometer s_gnals. The voltage and current were measured using Weston

D.C. voltmeter and ammeter, c,dels1 ana 901# respectively.
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7-3 E_PERIMENTAL PROCEDUR__

The containers are filled to the desired level with degasslfled

; water. Enough time was allowed before conducting the experLnents in

', order to insure uniform inlti_l temperature. In most of the cases the

water was kept in +he container overnight before conducting the experi-

ment. This proceOure helps to eliminate any initial natural convec-

tion currents that may exist in tha container before beginning the

experiment. During the initial stages of the experlmental program,

it was suspected, and later substantiated by actual measurements, that

evaporation from the liquid surface would cause the free surface to

deviate considerably from the adiabatic condition, which is assumed

in the analytical solution. For this reason a thin film of oil of

thickness i/2 mm was put over the surface of the water. It was veri-

fled that the oil film is effective in reducing the evaporation from

_he free _urface. This was demonstrated by fillir_ two identical pyrex

glass beekers with water to the same height, one of which had a thin

film ol _".l. Both were heated simultaneously until the water in

both boiled snd then heat was t_med cff. The beaker without the oil

fllm _)oled much faster than t_m5 with the oil film. Furthermore, it

was found that the fluid emperature at the surface was about 12°F

lower than that near the bottom in the be_:er without the oil fiLm_.

Such a temperature drop, which is due _:oevaporation, was not found

in the beaker which had the oil film. The same phenomena were observed

in similar tests using the rectangular eontain-_r. Therefore, the oil
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film was used in all the tests. In addition to that, the cpen ends of

the containers were covered by styrofoam caps leaving an e-rspace

about i/4" thick between the liquid surface and the cover.

In the test using the z_ctangular tank, the _ondensate :n the

steam line, including that in the two banks of tubes in the heating

compartments, was drained before conducting the experiments %o prevent

the zondensate from impinging against the walls, causing then to ,.<[-

brate and upset the zero velocity initial conditions as well as

blunting the temperature transient. The zero-time level was taken to

be t.hat at which any of the wall thermocouples showed temperature rise

for the case of the rectangular container. The instant at which the

electri: power wa= switched on, is considered the zero-time ].e%_l for

the cylindrical containers. The photographs given in Figs. i0, ii

and 12 _h.ow some of the equipment used,

7_4 PROCEDURE- OF DATA REDL_TION

in the ca__e of the rechangular container, it was postulated tbmt

due to the high thermal condactivity of the copper, the spanwlse x_ria-

tion of the wall temperature will be negligible. It was also anticipated

that since the heating arrangement is symmetrical with respect to the

container centerline, the departure of the conditions cf the experi-

menT. from those of a two-dlmensional model will be small. Accordingl_/

the readir_s of thermocouples 15 through 18 was considered to describe

the wall temperature-time histo_._y. However, it was later folnd that

---e JL -- ,o , .. i i
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Fig. i0. View of the experimental aI_aratu_.
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F_._. 1_. V_ew of the expe_._enta_ a_para_s.
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T

" 12. View of the experimental apparatus.
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the two-dimen_onal and symmetry conditions assumed are not aczually

met in the experiment. ",'norder to check this point _hermocou_les

; n.'_nber i_, 20, .-Iand 22 were added to the _"^ w___, as discussed in
r: .

Section 7.1. The reading of _hese zhermocouples indicazed _.h_.%the

conditions ef the exg.eriment do not correspond to zhose assumed in

the analytical mose!, a t_ica! +......... -...... _=_re-,.Ime histo_: for that of

the wall at locations 15, _o3 20, 21 and ___9is sho_T_ in Fig. 13. In

a two-dimezsiona_ model, which is s)_metrlc with resgect to the "-on-

tainer axis, all of th_se temperatures should be the same. The de%Is-

Zion of the model from s)m%metrj c_on be accou_nted for in the theorewica!

ap_i_sls for Zwo dimensional cases. However, the departure from the

t-_o-dlmenslonal case is considerable and therefore the results ob-

tained from the two-dlmensional a_mi_°sis ,__"__i not sL_fficient_r rep_-

scn_ the actue! flow in this case. For the latter reason onl_i few

experiments were carried r:,,• the rectangulaz" container, q:n_._-e-

suits cbtained fr;l.:,the rectangular container ser%,_d an importa._t p_r-

pose. Beside showing the s_ratification phenozenon and the nat'Ire

of the tem]_e_ature-time transients, it a!sc ga_ guidance to the choice

of the wall thermocouple !oca_ions in _he cylindri_'al container, so

that a be_ter represen ulon of the wall _cmpera.ture can be made.

The location .,f the wall rhermocou_les in the cylindrical containe--

. _ocat_onsa:_ shown in Fig 9. The temperatures measure._ at these _

when plotted -_rsus their axial locaxlons would indicate the de_ation
!

i

;
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Fig. 13. Typical wall temperature response, rectar_zlsr container.
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of the e.'_eriment from the condition of syr_netry with respect to Its

axis. A total of 16 experiments were carried in the cylindrical con-

taine',"using four-differen+_ heat flux le%_ls of 5C0: I_CO._ 20C0 and

h00C Btu/hr ft 2. These exp_eriments involved suff_cler:% repeat runs

in order to check the following:

i° Reproducibility of the results;

2. 'Ig..econformity of zne experiment wi_h zhe lwo-dimenslonai

model ass,Amed in the theoretical oslcuiations.

Fm_m tl'ese e_-q_:c.rimeT_, it was found that the results are repro-

ducible. In order he check the second condition; all the _'all "tem-

peratures (thermocouples 1 thrcugh _C) in some of the__e were measure_

d_iDd_ most of the experiment. This procedure was repeate_ for all

heat flux levels. _ne results were thor plotted %_r_u._ axial distance

'_' 15 and 16 show suzh L 5emperatureat "?arlous time ie;_ls. Figures ...,,

distribution. The resulT.s obtained from the cy'Llndrieal container re-

•_al that. a tm_'e twc.-dimensional model was not completely achie_d-

Phis may be d'ae to the maDner in which the hoarding ribbc _ was wo:in'3

a_o,und the cylinder: cr mav he due to separation of +.he heatzD@

ribbon from the cyli:lier w=_]l_ because of thermal exga_.t3[on. [However,

the deviation from %wo.-dime_asiopa].itv is not as serious as it is for

the rectangular container, except for _he hlghest hea_ 1i,xx le_l_ for
?

_ which comparison with The a_aly_ical solution "_ss dlsre_,arded. The

2 solid lines in Figs. 14:15 and 16 are considered tc represent the

axial wall temperatur_ distribution, which is used in ihe computer

?
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progran. The ..maximumdeviation occurs near the container ends, as

ahown in t,ese figures. The _gnitude of this deviation is within

if0% for runs _+umber3 and 4 and is higher for r_n number 2.
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8. i INTRODUUTION

In this chapter, the results of this szudy will be discussed.

These resulzs fall into three categories.

(a) Analytical results for which no experimental counterpart is

given. These represent the results obtained for the first model,

which is described in Chapte:" 3. Calculations have been carried for

the case of a constant wall heat flux and a constant free surface

temperature for both the re_ctangular and the cylindrical containers.

The boundary and initial conditions for these cases, as well as the

fluid properties used are given in Table I, page 142. The results

of the calculations using other boundary conditions have been reported

e!se_here (!!) a_d will not be repeated here.

(b) Ar_ly_ical solution for the case of natural convection in a

rectan_llar ca_-ity which has been solved by Poots (51). Ai%hcugh the

boundar,v condltions are different from those outlined earlier in

C__mpters 5 and 4, r.he same numerical pro-_edure described in Chapter

is used fcr this case. The _lidity of the results ob_alned for other

cases can be Judged on %he basis of the nature of the agreemen_ be-

tween the finite-difference results and that of Poots. These results

are gi%_n in Figs. 17 and 18.

iI
1-35
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(e) _uai_t!cal solutions for the _atural _on_,._.c%ionir rectar_ular

and -_yllnd_eal contalners for which experimental data are obtained.

_ae theoretical model ado__tedin these ealculatlons _crrespond _c

the second mo0el described in Cha__er 3- _s "_asmentioned in Chapter 7;

the wall :e__e_tures of both containers a_ different axial !¢:cazions

-_ererecorded as a continuous f:_l._tlonof %ime. _roe;mlue cf _he

te_perature at these loc.--.tioz_a_. ._ifierenttime le%_l_3 which are

_eparat_d b_-rl__Ite-tlmeinter_al_, are uged In the computer program

to describe the -_alltem]._eratureotimehist_#. "__nese"m!ues are

punched on IBm!_rds and read in by the machine as __r.pu.:da--.a._"

desired value3 of the wall temperature a+.any axial location arid_t

a--__._.v.elevel are obtmined from tho3e _rogrammed _'_Ir_glinear in_er-

pola_i_:zIn both space and t_-_medi__ct!ons. _ne length cf the t_me

inter_al separatir_ the Frogrammed temperatures _epen_s "_pe__.he:.a_ure

of .-.hewall tem___era±u._etran=tents. For low heat fl'_x,the temperature

i_-aL_ost -'.linear fuuc_io:,of mime. :_'_neref:rethe _.imeinter-_alfor

such cases "_ast_e_ as _igh _s 60 see. For higher heaz f]:ax,-he

time In_remer:tIs tak._:"smaller. This proced'ca_is followed i._ crier

to avoid z_e ur,cert:.aintlesiu ca._uia_.Ingthe wall hea_ fl:A'_le%:el.

FArthermore, the measurements of the wall memperature pro_-idea ba_Is,

upon which the compliance of the experimenz to the conditions of the

theoretical model i.e., s_mmetry and two-dimensionali:), car be .)adged.

•i__evalddity of the theoxetlcal results can be best evaluated by com-

paring t.hemeasured fluid temperatures with those analytically pre._ic_ed.

.4 . , __.
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assumir_ that the above mentioned conditio,_s are fulfilled.

in soiv_ng the stream function-vorticlty equation using the

method of suec_jsive-line and column relaxation outlined in Chapter 5,

it was found that the direction in ";hich the domain _:as swept during

the calculations influences the number of iterations required. If the

to-- relaxation process was done advancing from the row i_2, which is

next to the bottom of the container, in a direction of increasing i,

to the row i=M. which is next to the container surface, and if in the

same time the column relaxatiou process was done in an order of in-

creasing j beginning at j=2 which is next to the centerllne, the

number of iterations required in this case were much higne _ than if the

domain was swept in the opposite direction. In the laxter procedure,

the row relaxation is conducted beginning a_ the row I=_4 in a de-

cl_aslng order until the row i=2 is reached. S'_imiiari_-, the column

1_laxa_ion i_ carried in a direction of _ec_si_ J beginning a_ _he

column j=N. A-_.e_'r;_i_lythis procedure was foilc',_-din __!I the cal-

_tlations. _qe nnmber of it-_-_a_ionsrequired to ._.mkethe maximum rela-

*,ire charge in the magnitude of the stream function across a_¢ one

iteration to he les-_ than 0.5_ was in most cases eq'_al re one. Other

iterati%_ methods exhlhited the same phenomenon too. _nis -_ due to

the fact that the rate of cha_e of the vorti-.i_?, and consequent_,¢

the rate of c_mr4_e of the stream function, across _v one time &ted is

higher near the side wai!s _:;d the [iquis s_rfece. For this rea_¢n

the change in the %1_iu_ of the stream function across any one iteration
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will be hlgl,er --'_the calculations :,roceeded from i---M:_..d- _-'-__.?,an

"_ it iz carried on begirmirg near =he zen_erline at i=c and -'=2,m.& .

where the rate of change u°_ _h_ _-cr=icity __ smaller.

_ae computations we_ ._arried "on -_he lKv. 7.'390digi._al _cm_u_er

a= =he -_omputing center of _"__eUniversity of Michlga'.'. _._ machi:,e

-_ required _o complete the calculation cf ':_,=_.,_,._ --and w"is 5.7

sac. per time step for the 5ix_!. grid. -rh.eresul_.s were printed =_-__._.;

!0 sac. i-_ to 6(}0 _ime steps were encountered in each ran, which mean_

the% 57 sin c_..machine time were used in each ._an.'.._he ._i_._-:_-___._:__oU

-r .oand . were uptodated each t.o cycles of calculations of the temperaz_e

s_nd vorticlty fields in runs 5 and 4. '__Is procedure er.a_led sa-v-ir_

of more _._mn 3.0_.of the machine +_-.___£for both r_ns. The _ime in-'re-

sent u__ed in the calculstions was 80_ of that required by s_abi'._i_¢.

8.2 DISCUSSION OF _ RESULTS FOR Y:_ RECT__.N_JIAR SATi_.--z',PC_TB PECB'_.",

Ihe s_eady state streamll.nes and isothe__-_a!s obtained "or -.he

in Fig. 1.7. A 51x51 grid _s used in this case. _-_..eagreemeu _.be-_we__

the ._.:_.e-d._ere_=_e -_i:-_ , x.= o=____e.. and +.hat given bl_-Poo_s i_ good. ""._s_

re_'al%s are also it- good agree men _. with these c[_ained by WiLKes .':.-,.

Ynis a_reement indicates the _aild, v of b-_%h solu-_ions in addition

!

=. to _ha%, the i_:_stiga_ion of this case helped to determine %he gri _.

size _hat should be used in subsequent cases, as will be d__u_s..ed in

_c_i_.._:B.5-
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---_........................... g-==-'--_: --=:-slder_d=.'--kes=he _

_-_-b=ur:dar-:La:er .......-_ invali_L. _--::=-_f=r.=-he ._=n_.e=-_ -f hcundar-:.

layer fLc_ and b.:undarj "_:-=,-=:'_c:n-__ _s _==ii_d == ---=LUnicn-= -h-

talned f__.-.__he b-'u-da_:. Layer __-."-.:.ions_ann.-.=_--__used here. H_oo-_.

_ver, _he ==nc___= c._-""'_=undar_ La_._.'"_ be used h-__ _n_ r_f__en_e_=_

_" -_= fluid _= _ ..... ....... r_gicn _n :he "_aL]..--=-inity. Ais= -.he -e___."h^u-d_-: -

.°

ieyer thi=kness is uziliz_d 50 id_n-.'.fy-.he 51stanz_ f_.: -h_ _-cn-

_ainer . 1 wh-ch the "-icz -j c=-_..on_nt. _ _"'_.is "_-t _- i --" _ maralle! _ z-:. -,'all_s

-_-_-."=!"_.....-'=_.'..A='_-rdlr._ij, i- is =lear frc: F/g. "-_.<ha-. _=.....bcuzda.--:.

i_yer _.__-"- the -'_..t=-__-rcble.-..__"_ eq'_l -c h-_if -_=...."'idth_cf -h2 =_.<-j.=

CO..'[ZAI_S, FI-RS_f:-'-_DEL

Ca!cu!ationc ha:_ been =ar_i-d cu-- f=r -.L. --as. 2f a zcr.:K-nzr

with an insulated bo._:o:-'L.'se -'-!is = = s-f"j_:ued zc _ ......-r- = _ heat

fbax and the liquid -u.f_..-_is ..... "-== _- ," "" ""

t:_re czrresrcnding nc =he ullage pres--ure. A heat-fi'm< Le:=-L :f 2_'C

Btu/hr ......-_.a is uz-ed _n :here cal=ula_i.]ns. The :'"_;_ ....._rc_e_..i.s

chosen are _hcse of liquid nitrogen ..,..... __ a.t a.t_-.ch_her!2F..ss'._e.

_e inizlal liquid -.e._pe_ture is 140"_... __.'.eLiqui_ su.r-ace -er.-.pera-

tu_e undergoes a step cha-_e 9.0 16O_H, which ccr_esponds -.opressuriza-

tion at 50 psxa. <he fluid properties, which a_ taken frc.T,rqefere_nce

(77),are eva!,m._ed a= a ze_.perazure equal _o _he a'_rag _.cf the

initial and ]lquld surface te=._pez_t'.'._es.These are given in Table I

• - ....... L ,_
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below. The he:ght of the liquid b is i ft and the _'idthof the con-

tainer and the ___ntainerdiameter 2a is i/2 ft.

T_LE I

PROPERTIES OF LiQD__Dh-ZTROGE:."EVALtTATEDAT 15C"R

__T_erma!diffusivity (_,fte/sec 8.6_x!0-7

•_ne__al con-lucti_-i_yk, Btu/h_-ft-°R O.O775

Kinematic visccsimy v, ft2/sec 1.68xlo-6

Coefficient of thermal expansion 6,°R-i 1.33xlO-s

Prandtl Number, Pr 1.91

The results for the rectang-alarcontainer are shown in Figs. 19

an- 20, while those for the c.ylindriealcontainer are given in Figs. 21,

2--and 23 as a series of stream lines and isotherms at different time

levels. Examination of th.--stream llne plot3 shows that the flc_

pa_.-erni: es_'entla:_ the same for both types of containers. The

heated fluid in the boundary layer rises upwar@ owlr_ tc buyar:y ef-

fects. L_on approachie_Ethe liquid surface, the f!_,_char4Eesits direc-

tion f_m u_ward to down_'ardmotion. 'l'aedownward mc_i._ =articles

near the rlsi_ bou_udarylayer reverse di_w-_ctionand jolu th, ":r'_ad

flowt glvi_ rise to a -,_rtexnear the wall. This _ex is formed

near the liquid surface at s_-mlltimes and mov_s d_wnwa_d as the

stratified layer grows. The fluid away from the edge of the bo'_nldary

layer flows do_ward nearly to the bottom of the container, wh_,_reit

Joins the fluid in the boundary layer.

Another interesting phenomenon is shown by _he s_reamline p!cts.

After _.ometlmefollowing the Introduct__cnof the t_mnsien_s, the stream

&_
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lines show the presence of fl:w oscillations near the free surface,

Fig. 21. At higher values of time these oscillations give rise _o a

,mrtex near the centerlin--. Tbls vortex oscillates in magnitude an_

in location. First it forms near the liquid surface, grows in size

and simultaneously shifts below the surface, after which it breaks

away and the seinecycle is r_neated again° The formation of _uch

vortices was reported by Eichorn (17). He conducted visual studies

of the natural convection laminar flow of water usir_Ean electrically

heated cylinder 2" diameter and 5" long. His results are given in

Fig. 24. The magnitude of the heat flux was not given. From the

discussion it is concluded that the results represent the unsteady

state. Figures 24a an_ 24b show the flow patzern observed at hi@h

heating rate; Fig. 24e shows that obtained at low heating rates. At

low heating rates, the streamlines assume a damped-wave shapegat high

heatirg rates annular vortices repeatedly form near the free _urfa._e,

roll up until a _e_ain size is reached, where upon they move awa.'r

from the cylinder and another vortex begins to form. His obser%m_ions

agree with the results presented here.

" The isotherms show that _he axial temperature gradient is negllgi_le

in the region below the stratified layer, while it is appreciable in

the stratified layer. _ne temperature changes frcm that of the fluid

bulk at the bottom of the stratified layer to the saturation temperature

at the surface° Except in the boundary layer: the radial temperature

gradient is generally-negligible, as indicated by the isotherms in

- = • ,
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Figs. l._,20, 12 and 23. This phenomena can be explained as foilcws:

for small times the fluid near the c3nta!n_r ".i_. flows upward in a

__ _......be!o_: th_thin layer. __-.Isheated fluid __ discharged o+ and L'-=_

free s'/r--ace_".'herei:s tr-_n$;_r--e-_-ocity is hi_.=s_. ?e s_t .fy

continuity, _.L_heazed fluid %'nich -.sdise_2rged a- the free surface

causes the coiner fluid %o move downward thus pr_ducir4_ a series oT

Isotherm._. With .i__ these isothe_s _.enetrate fu_her be!o_ tL- flee

surface. "_9...etrans:erse temperature, gradient is higher near the --_a__]_

and negllg'_!e in the rex_inder of the conta:ner. In t__ stratified

re_gion, the transverse tempera-ure gradient in the bounda._.z layer is

smaller t_mn .near the bottgm of the container.

Calculations also were carried to in%,_stlgate the effect of the

gra-_ty level on the liquid surface temperature. These were done f3r

the same eyllndr1._al geometry using the same heat flux. T%'o different

gra_Pity le:_!s were_ used in these calculations. %_nese correspond te

__norw_i and a reduced axial gra'rltX levels of magnitudes 52._0 and

0.O32__ ft/.ec 2 respecti%_!y. The calculated wall temperature at X=i

and that of the liquid surface at the centerline are shown in Fig. 25.

The _;all an_ the liquid transients near the surface are higher for

i hlgher gravity levels. On the otherhand the wall temperature at the

i bottom is lower for higher gravities. The high rate of the flow, which

" means that more cold fluid is pumped into the boundary layerj increases

_he rate of heat remo_,_! from the _:al! near the bottom to the upper
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Fig. 25. Effect of gravity level on liquid and vall temperature,

cy]:tndrlcal container. (_/A)w = 200 Btu _r ft2, adiabatic upper

ar_ lower sl,rfa,:es.
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regions of the container. Accordingly more energy will be transferred

from the wall at the lower regions to the upper regions of the con-

rather per unit time. As a result the fluid temperature near the

bottom in the boundary layer will be lower for the high gravity as

shown in Fig. _-5- T'nerefore, at r__dueed gravity co::ditions the liquid

will exhibit a lesser degree of stratification. A limiting case of

course, will be that at zero gravity, which, for adiabatic upper and

lower surfaces, will give zero axial te__perature gradient i_e., no

axial stratification, although radial variations in temperature will

exist. These results are in cont1_st with the conclusions made in

Refereuce (79),which were based on the results obtained by an in-

tegral method.

8.4 E_2E_L _ND ANALYTICAL RESb_TS, SECOND MODEL

8.4.1 Results of the RectangularContainer

The measured and calculated tempera-_ure-time histol-y for a typical

run obtained in the rectangular container is shown in Figs. 26 and 27.

The results given in Fig. 26, which shov the formation of a stratified

layer at the liquid surface_ indicate that in general_ the heated

fluid near the wall rises to the liquid surface even with nonu-".form_

nonsymmetric heating. Symmetry cf the model can be examined by com-

paring the measurements from thermocouple number 15 with 22, and

19 with 2! given in Fig. i_. It can be seen here that symmetry is not

achie_._d. Also the readings of 15_ 19 and 20 indicate that three-

/
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Fig. ?6. Measux_l axie.l temperature distributlon in the rectan-

gular container, run 1.
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6_ensiona± effects cannot be disregarded for the rectap4_u'iar __ntainer.

The wall temperature, which is used in the com_uter Frog_--_, is

..ne&.uredat the .-ii!ie of the container span. These are given in

Fig. 2_. As shDwn in Fig. 13, the tem_e__ature at this location as

represen._ed bl: n'&zber 13 is the hi6.est wall tempe.-ature. The 5if-

ference between the theoretical and the experir.ental, resulLc "n the

rectangular geomet_" is att_,'ibute] to these factors. _!e calculated

temperature are higher than the measured temperature, as it would be

expected. Good agreement between the calculated and the measured tem-

per_.ture is obtained near the free surface, the1._..ocou_les!I and ]2,

because the fluid near the ,;all, which riseJ alopj{ it and is discharged

on the surface, is affected mostly- by the wall temperature. P_arthermore

the ca'__ulated and the measured time at wh__zh te=perature begins to

change are in good agreement.

A series of isotherms and streamlines, which are calculated for

this case is given in Fi_s. 29 through 3_ for different time le%_Is.

_ese results, of course, correspond to a two-dimensional case, whose

wall temperature is given by thermoeouples 15 to 18. These results

show that the heated fluid in the vicinity of the ";all rises along

the container walls. Upon approachir_ the liquid surface the rising

fluid s_._oothlychanges its direction from upward co downward flow.

The downward moving particles near the riing boundary layer reverses

direction and Ooin the upward flow, thus causi._g the vortex near the

wall. Examination of the flow pattern shows that this vortex is formed
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Fig. 30. Imotherms and streamlines in the rectangulsr container,
run 1. Time = 1_Osec.
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Fig. 31. Isotherms and streamlines in the rectangular container,
run I. Time = 55 sec.
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a) Isotherms b) Streamlines

Flg. 3_. Isotherms and stresmLlnes In the rectangular container, run I.
Time = 126 sec.
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near the ___,_'^"'__=u._?_-_-_.at sc__ii tl.-._-_-Level_, .T.o-:ezdo%'n%'a-_i--i:h zi::"

•n_,1_..___it reache_ :L,h°container bo+_-- c;,_s..~proces_ is shoxn in

Figs. 29 through 31. it is also clear from these figures that at

small zime levels the hot fluid, which is flowi:_ upward, i_ di_ersed

n __ _u, ,,_,._;s,._fs_u. As a ._ ut___tlSi._d

liquid layer is fo__ed at the free surface. Some of t-nls fluid mo-._s

along the fluid surface towards the center!inc, m_-_..=two fiuld stremms

flowing towards the centerline from the right and the left hand sides

meet at _-__._e center!ine and is deflected downward there-. As a result,

the front of the stratified layer advances to larger depths in the

centerllne vicinity than near the wail, as indicated by the shape uf

the isothe_s in Figs. _ and _0. At higher -mi,:es of time, the

stratified layer front moves down at a uniform rate as shown by the

shape of the streamlines of i_.gs. 51 and 34. Schliren photographs

shown in Fig. 35 taken b:¢ Vliet and Brogan (7_x) for the natural con-

vection in a rectar_ulal container whose dimensions are compa'_b!e to

those used in this aDAIysJ _ indicate that the front of the stratified

layer too,as 12 the manner described above.

A,_)ther -_,f_e: _ _urmed at the centerline Dear +.he fr2e sur-

face, _hieh rol:s until it grows to a certain size, then vanishes and

a new vortex begins to form, Figs. _2, 3_ and 34. The formation of

the early dlscugsed vortices were. experimentally observed by Neff (59)

and Eichorn (17).
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3.4.2 -_ .....z.=__.s c_ the Cylindrical Container

_-he results cbtained exper-L.-.entai!yfor the _'ylind_ic_l_= container

are given in Figs. 36 through 39- T?:ese figures show :he effe_'t cf

ti1_ heat flux !e-v_i on _ne" stra._ifica_ion _._:.e.._--o_--.._ _=".'ell_s_ _n_ the

r.ature c.f _._ =empera_ure transien-so _-h2se results indic_-.e _haT_

the surface tezpera-_ure _s = is !erger for higher hea-. fl':xes. Figures

4_ through _p, which are- t2_icai_ -,_iscico__Serout_:at show t_-._ _-=" tem-

pe_ture near the liquid surface exhibits an oscil!azory t_nsien._s

at s_!l times, which l_ter ar d_--_ge_. __[qetem_e_.-_tu_ near the bottom

of +__.:e tank shows a smaller degree of oscil_.etions, which te/_es place

at larger time. _-_e magnitude of .h_-_ oscillations varies wi%h the

heat fl_ le,,_l, the higher the heat fluz_ le%,el the larger zhe ampli-

tude of these oscillaticns.

The theoretical results )btalned for runs 2, 3 and 4 using a 31_:_l

grid are also given in Figs. _6, 57, _8 and 39- A series of isotherms

and streamlines, which are obtained theoretically are given for each

case at differeut values of time levels in Figs. 44 :hrough 52- These

Isotherms and s_reamlines describe the temperature-time h_s_ory, as

well as the developmmnz of the flow pattern for each case. The flow

development in these cases is slmi?ar to that in the rectangular con-

tainers which is discussed above, Section 8.4.1. At small _mlues of

tLne the stra_ifled layer front near the eenterline progresses at a

rate higher than near the wall° Also a vortex is formed in the wall

_ . n j L ' --m _ -- - 1=
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Fig. 36. Liquid temperature response in the cylindrical con%alner,

run 2. (qlA)v = 500 Btu/hr 91;2, TO = 76°Y.
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Fig. 3_. Liquid temperature response In the cylindrical container,

run3. (q/A)w = lO00_umr rt% To= 73°F.
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Fig. 38. Liquid temperature response in the cylindrical container,

run _1. (q'A)w = 2000 Btu./hr ft2, TO = 80°F.
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Fig 39 Axial temperature distribution obtained for the cylindrical

Container.
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Fig. ].l-_. Typical Vislcorder output record. Heat flux = 4000 Btu/hr ft2.
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(a) Isotherms (b) 5treamhnes

FiB. _J_. Isotherms and streamlines in the c¥;indrical container,
J

rt_ 2. (q/A) w = 500 _'tu/hr ft s, time = 60 sec.
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3. 85

Fig. _5. Isotherms Bnd stre.smllnesin the c_'lindx__calcontainer,

_m 2. (q/A)w = 500 Btu%r ft2, time = 18,_ sec.
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I

I

I
i
I

(a) Isotherms (b) Streamlines

Fig. _7- Isother.,u__.ndstreamlines in the cylindrical container,

run _. (q/A)w = 1000 Btu/hr ft 2, time = _0 sec.
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I

!

c_ 'r

i
)

(a) Isotherms (b) Streamlines
! Fig. _8. IsothermB and streamli_lesin the eyliudrical container,

run 3. (q/A)w = I000 Btu/hr ft_, time = _0 sec.

3
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I O.368

(a) Isotherms (b) Streamttnes
Fig. 49. Isother=sand streamlinesin the cy]_ndri_alco,:tainer,

ran 5- (q/A)w = i000 _u/hr ft 2, time = 120 aec.
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'(a) Isotherms (b) Streamlines

Fig. 50. Isothermsand streamlinesin the cy!!rdricalcontainer,
Arc.n_. tq/ )w = 2000 Btu,'hrft2, time = (0 sec.
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6.45

(a) Isotherms (b) Streamlines

Fig. 51. __soSherms 8nd st_am!Ines In +._heeyllnd:'!eal container,

run !t. (q,/A)w = 2000 Btu "hr ft a.. _.ime : 120 see.
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Flg. 52 Isotherms end s'cx_,a_:lineein the cylindrical container,

rum I_. (q/A)w= 200c)]You_r _"c2, tL_e = 250 see.
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vicinity and Mmultaneously moves downward as tn= stratified layer

grows. Another vortex is obser-_edat the eenterLine near the liquid

surface, which breaks away when a certain size is reached and a new

one begins to form.

The analytical results agree favorably with the measured values,

Figs. 56 to 39- The results for run number 2 are less favorable than

those of runs 3 and k. The analytical results are 1 to 2°F higher than

the measured temperature for run number 3 and it is 1 to 4°F higher for

run number k. However, these represent a difference of not more than

10% relative to the measured values at 210 see. These differences

are attributed to heat losses from the container bottom and top,

variation in fluid properties and effects of three-dimensional flow.

It is believed that the latter factor !-msmore influence than th_

others. Apart from that the analytical sol_tion adequately determines

the time level at which transition takes place,, Ae_t_lly +he agree-

ment between the calculated and the measured time lag i.e., the time

ele.psedbetween the starting of the heating and the starting of the

transients, is very satisfactory as shown in Figs. 36, 37 and 38.

Also it is evident that the predicted and the measured surface tem-

perature and axial temperature gradients are in good agreement.

Forturmtel_, these latter two factors control the rate of heat and

mass transfer across the interface, and acco_ingly the pressure

i -_ariationin the vapor space.
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The properties of the _'ate_ used in _he calculation were evaluated

at the initial temperatures. These are given in Table II.

Tg_BLE II

PROPERTIES OF WATER FOR THE CONDITIONS

OF _JNS 2, 3 AND 4

Kinematic Compress.Run Heat Initial Thermal Prandt 1

No. Flux, Temp., Diffusivlty, No. Viscosity, 9_=ctor,B,

Btu/hr ft2 °F (x, fta/hr v, ft2/sec R °

2 500 7_ 5-636xi0 -S 6.26 9o8Xi0 "e 1.38xi0 -4

3 i000 73 5.60xiO "s 6.50 i.lOxlO-5 1.2_ :i0-4

4 20oo 80 5.66xiO-s 5.84 9.2xlO-e 1.51xlo-_

8.5 EFFECT OF GRID SIZE

%_ne use of finite-differences requires the deter, Linatl _n of appro-

priate grid sizes AX, AY and AR such that the discretization errors be-

come small. A possible resolution of this question can be obtained by

observing the behavior of the solution as the grid si_es become smaller.

This procedure was followed in solving _he rectangular cavity problem_

i._., Poots problem. Calculations we._e carried out using llxll, 21x2i

and 51xS1 grids. The results of the 21_ll grid showed large deviation

from those given by Poots, Fig. 18. Wh_.le those obtained using,,21x21

and 51x51 grids showed essentially the same kind of favorable agreement

o with Poots results, Fig. 17° Accordingly it was concluded that since

21x21 _rid yielded good agreement with the anal,vtical sohltlon, a

?

m
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)ix3' w_:_1 be s[tfficient for the present purpose. This p_int was

substantiated further by carrying calculations using a 51xOl grid for
!

the case of run nunber I. These +'esu!ts a_p cot.pared +,'_..... _h those ob-

tained utilizing 31x51 grid in _+.I= _TT W_4,-_ _"=al-- that the dil-

ference is not appreciable.

TABLE III

E_-_CT OF GPTD SIZE ON _ COMPUTED RESULTS

FOR Rb_ NO. I, _ECTANGUIAR CO._AINER

Time, Grid Calculated (T-To) correspondir_ to location
see of thermocouple

!

ii 9 5 4

25 3_x3_ 1.87 1.75 1.49 .16
5Lx_ i i.54 1.525 I.43 •267

30 5b:3i 5-47 5-30 4.7 i.23
5b:31 4.83 I_.77 4.33 O.98

e F
35 3LxOl 12.65 12.25 ,.o 0-75

5]-x31 il.8_ ii.50 7+48 O.52

_Cnen the wall heat fh_ is specified instead of specifyir_ the

wall temperature, the boun@ary condition is approx_mted by Equation

(5._9). In such a case, the calculated wall temperature will be af-

fected by the grid size AY or AR employed in the solution, which in

turn will affect the temper_L_re and %_loclty distributions. Figure 5}

shows the dl-aensiop.less wall temperature at location X--0.6 obtained

usin6 llxll, 16x16 and 2Lx21 grids plotted against dimens __:;+iessthae
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v, :e._responding _o _he c_ase of censtant wall hea._ flux cf i?

_;_tu/hrft.a with fluid surface kept at th_ initial tem_._erat'.:-e.The

fluid ;_-_e_riles employed are_ those gi-_en in :=able I. These results

show th- the de-rlation is greatest for small times. Tan difference

decreases vi:h time and is practicall_r megligible for dim-ensionies,

time of 0.003. This beha%_or is due to the fact that at larger t_.me

levels the magnitude of the t__ncation err__r bec_es ssmller and will

a_p_*_ech zero near the steady state.

There is always the question of whaler a realistic Yelocit._-dis-

tribution near the boundary is _redlcted b[ the finite-difference

solutions. Su:h solutions should give a velocit)- distribution which

has _he following character: The velociZ? component parallel to the

wall is small near the solid boundary. It increases in magnitude

with increasing distance from the wall, reaches a mexiz'.J_,decreases

again and cha_ges direction as it approaches the centerline of the con-

tainer. The nature of the finite-differe.uce soluzion depe:is upon the

magnitudes of the boundary layer thickness and the grid size used in

the calculations. If the boundary layer thickness is large compared

to the grid size, the solution obtained will exhibit the above de-

scribed character. This will be the case for low Grashof numbers or

large values of time. The latter case is shown in Fig. _4, in which

the calculated velocity changes from its value at the wall in the above

des'.-ribedmanner. On the other hand, if the boundary l_yer thickness

is small, c6 ..ared to the grid size, the results will show that the

.!

2
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Fig. 5_- Calculated velocl_y distribution at _ values of time

in the cylindrical container, run 2. (q/A)w = 500 Btu_r ft2.

_o

_-J.
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•_iocity in the boundary layer is maximum at the nodal points sub-

sequent to the bounda_-, This ",'illtad_e placo *."orhigh Grashof

nu.._h,-rsand/or low _lues of tim__ The letter situation is shown

in Fig. _./e

Although the continuity equation has been satisfied by intro-

duci_4_ the stream function, a mass balance for the ,o'._-_of an in-

compressure fluid of the net rate of the fluid flow across a._¢ sec-
I

/'tion of the liq,Aid container i.e., Udy for rectangular containers

%-.i

and /UR dR for the cylindrical containers, will provide a means of

O

checking the calculated velocity distribution and also give an in-

dication to the propriety of the grid size used. 'Fne value of the

above mentioned integral should be equal to zero. However, due to

numerical errors this integral assumes flnite-value. It was ob-

served that this value approaches zero as the grid size is made

smaller. When the above integration was carried at the section X=O. 5

using the tro pizoidal rule, the net flow rate across that section was

less than 0.8_ of the total upward flow rate at that section for

m.n number 2 at time level 215 sec.

8.6 sugary OF THE HESUL_S

In the previous chapters ,.numerical method for solving the non-

linear partial differential equations describing the two-dimensions]

transient laminar natural convection in closed rectangular and cylin-

drical containers was presented. The method has been utilized to study

- .r _ : m - v
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Fig. 55- Calculated velocity dis_ributlon at low values of time in

the cylindrical container, run ?. (q/A)w = 500 Bt,x'brft2.
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the the._a-1 stratlf_oation _:._fluids contained in ,,_ssels subjected

to ......_ heating. Calculations are presenL¢_ ._or different boundary

conditions as well as fcz dlfferer_t heat flux levels. Also the ef-

f _t cf the _°--_ _- *_= ---_+_°_=_- p_-_=_ was ex-_mined._ gra%%ty ................................

The following princlp 1 restlits and conclusions can be made.

i. The formation of a thermally stratified layer at the llq,_id

surface is caused bv either side wall heating or by heat transfer

across the interface or by both. iT_e first case is demonstrated by

calculetlons and measurements reported above for two-dlmenslonal rec-

ta_4_alar and cylindrical containers with adiabatic fluid surface. In

the absence of wall heating, a stable, motionless, stratified fluid

latter will be formed due to conduction.

The thermml transients within the liquid will be higher for both

side wall and interfac:La! heating, because convection currents,

caused by side wall heating: will increase the rate of energy trans-

fer from both the wall and the liquid surface to the stratified layer.

Also a higher fluid temperatures rise results from higher heat flux.

In the absence of any side or bottom heating_ the flt[Id temperature

: at any time will be proportional to the surface temperature. Although

this latter case may not be realized in practice, it may approximate

i that of a well insulated vessel in a zero gravity field at small time

levels after introducing the transient. The calculations also revealed

t_:t for a given geometry, fluid and heat f1_., the surface temperature

will rise at a low_ rate at reduced gravity conditions than at standard

• |- _ _ .... m ....
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grav_ty levels.

2. The flow development and the downward movement of the strati-

fied layer front are of the same nature for both the rectangular and

the cylindrical containers.

3. _.e experimental measurements are in good agreement with the

theoretical results. Satisfactory agreement with the theoretical re-

sults obtained by Poots for the rectangular cavity is obtained. Such

an agreement indicates the validity of the model used in the calcula-

tion and the usefulness of the method of solution. Furthermore the

flow pattern obtained agrees wlth that experimentally reported by others.

4. The method of solution presented here is applicable to any

two-d_lensional geometry. Four various finite-difference formulations

are pr'_-se_Ited.The stabS,lity reqttlrementsfor each of these methods

were determined. Verification of the validity of the results of the

|
stability analysis was obtained by actual calculations. Calculations

have been carried for a wide range of Grashof numbers, from l07 to

5xlO9. No signs of instability wer 3ncountered during the calculations.

5- The results of the mathematical experimentation show t_mt

the application of the yon Neumann method of stability analysis

to partial dlfferential equations of the form,

-- = a0 ai_, _ _-_+

may lead to erroneous conclusions. A different method to examine the

stability conditions of such eguations is presented. The application
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of this method to finite-difference formulations, for which known

stability criteria exis+ , leads to +he same criteria.

8.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The method of solution developed here has been utilized to study

the natural convection in partially filled liquid containers with and

without simultaneous pressurization of the container. The investlga-

tion of the heat and .mass transfer in both the liquid and the vapor

phases, which takes into account the interfacial energy and mass trans-

port, offers a challenging area for future studies. The calculation

of the pressure-time history in such cases is another possibility.

The study of the mass and heat transfer inter, ctlons during the

pressurized discharge, taking into consideration the various processes

that take place inside the container is another important problem.

A computer program has been written to study the velocity-tlme his-

tory during the discharge process although if is not involved here.

This progI':_ is capable of examining the natu_ _.of the decay of the

transients after the discharge process is stopped.

•i Apart from application to naturalconvection in closed containers 3

, the method of solution can be utilized for _he study of natural and

forced convection flows for an_ two-dimensiol,-i geometry.

The extension of the method for solving three-dimensional fluid

flo,: problems represents an interesting llne oi' study. If such extension
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becomes possible_ it should be anticipated that the machine time

required for handling such problems,will be large. However, this would

J

represent the only present possibility of solving three-dimensional

laminar flow problems with exactness. ?urthermore_ _he rapid develop-

ments in digital computing machines and methods of solution will make

it possible to analyze systems, which may seem to be formldible by the

present methods.
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i APPENDIX !

: METHOD OF SOIE;TIONOF A S_STEM OF LII_R ATGEBRAIC

_ EQUATIONS HAVING A 'THREEDIAG0_[ALMATRIX

'Theiteratlve method emp]_-yedfor solving the stream _kmctlon-

vo_ticity equation require the solution of a system of algebraic

equations having a tridiagonal ma_.rix° The algorithm given below for

the solution of such systems is derived from the Gaussian elimination

method. This procedure was first used by Bruce, Peaceman and Bach-

ford (9)- The method may be summarized as follows° For a system of

equations,

Bo Po + Co Pl = Do

A P. B_P_4P_-, i < n-i
J J-i J J _ 4"-_ = Dj - j <

An Pn-i + Bn Pn = Dn

Let

wO = BO

= Bj-Ajbj_.i 1 -_j -_nwj

Cj

_J
and

go =
Wo

= (Dj-Ajgj_1)lwj I -_J -_ngJ

The solutlol,is

Pn = gn

Pj = gj-bjPj+_ 0 _ J -_n-i

195

, __ m i
_ _ | ill -- i_ L I
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+'_ _ S._ABILITYANALYSIS OF _=D_4UIATION(!i) USII_GV0N IED_.'AI%_,v_THOD-!
_#

.} For simplicity the fol!owi_ one-dlzensienai equation will be
+:

:+: --+ :., - (A.1)

.+I+.
"2J
,o

:i- __a_ finite dlfferenee al_grox__mationcf =he above ecuaticn, sec_rd-

_,_.-- iN to that of fo_alation (ii) will be
_-+{:

: @i �°�”�´�@i+l-2Qi@@i_1
. _. -_i+u - (a.2)

. : _t 2_ (Ax)2

: _ 'l_.e general term of the Fc,Ar!erseries expansion eoxu_sponding to

the abcve one-dlmensio--i eq_tion can be written in the form,

-. (n) _:_
p e

The substitution of this general term in Equat!en (A.I_ gl;_s

(-".+0 _(_1;
__ the followi.n_ relationship between _ and

_.._. (n) _"_ (" .:'os_k_x)+ uat sinkAx (A-5)+-_- _. _(n+_.)= _ _ - __
_ " (_x)_ _x

_I ' Tho ampllfiea_icn factor 7 (n) (see Section 6.)) is given by
._

,_4-- (n) - 2At (I-coskAx) + i uAt sinkAx (A.t_)
;_i_ 7 = )" (tx)_ _x

The absoluge magnitude of this factor _s obtained f__om

i_,(-)la = _t (z-cos_ax-:-\-_/s_n=_x
.:.. (_x)_ CA.5)

i
J

196
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in order_o obtain the maximum vaiue of the absolute magnitude of

Z(n) the right hand side of Equation (A.5) is differentia �tre-

i spect to (kAx) to obtain,

E ,l4 At 2At (l-coskAx _-. kAx 2 sin kAx _os kAx = 0

j i (_) _ C_x)_
(n)

rrom which i_ is clear _hat 7 is :raximumor minimum

• J. i_{ (l) sfn kl Ax = 0 _.e cos k-Ax i (A.6)

or

,j<_>_ b 2At (l-cos k.Ax (UA'_2 (A.7)i CLx)_ (,,x)_ -\Ax/ _o_:<__x= c

The first of these c_nditions makes !kl! does not exceed unity pro-
J

_-ided that

_ " 2

At -<(Ax)2 (A.8)

From the second condition (A.7), the following is ob+_ined

' I )n
I

and

._ " t 2At (A.!0), c<_ kAx = - _ti(-Ax) _ "- I (._x)-_J

i Substituting Equation (A.9) in (A.5) we get,

• (_'t I_,x_ (_)_-" I_'i_ : .tST-) ./_--&]_j ._o=%Ax+ sin%Ax

' I; [e:)1] g_XAt) 2 2 2

• = + -- - _'oskg (A.!I)
1

! "
I

| _
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_rom E_.uation(A.II), the following conclusions can be made:

2
(i) If U -_ _, 171 _- 1 and inequality (A.8) is sufficient for

the stability of the different.- • Equation (A.2).

___ 2_t(ii) If IUI >2, the- let ( )_ = i + a and (Ax)2- •

therefore

l-e
cos kAx = --

a_

and

= (_) (a_ Ì�h� (A.lO)

Before proceeding to find the values of E that _akes Equation (A.2)

stable, the following observations is made.

; Ax2

(1) For E = l, i.e., At ----_; l_l = (l_) > Z.O

These results indicate that if _U!> 2__inequality (A.8) is not sufficient•_ AX

for the stability be=ause in this case I_>i.

x/a= >"..o
(2) For _ = O, i.e., At --.O; .1_1 _a/

: _ais means that taking At very small does not lead to a stable solution.

In order to establish the _luz of ¢ which makes Equation _ ^_

stable, the _lue of • which makes [7[2 minimum is obtained. Dif-

ferentiating Equation (A.12) with z_spect to (;the following is ob-

rained

a, = _ I_)E- (A.I:3)

I d2_[,12)dc2 = 2 > 0 (A.l_)
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i
" Since the second derivative of (i71 _) with respect _o c iR posi_i_e,

the value of ¢ which _es !712 _n_um is obtained by equating the

left hand side of Equation (A.13) to zero. This ,ra!ueof ¢ as well as

the _aiue of the corresponding amplification factor are given by

!71= 1

e = llCl_)

From which At will be given by:

Axa- _<-- CAlS)
At Ue 2

Accordingly there is a unique value of At, given by Equation

(A.IS) which rmkes this finite-difference formulatlon stable. Values

of At which differ from that given by Equation (A.15) lead to in-

i stability of the results. For problems with constant coefficients,!

1 Equation (A.15) can be satisfied at all notdal points. It also would

!
be satisfied if U is not a function of location. If U assumes dif-

i
t

ferent values at different nodal points, Equation (A.15) cannot be

3 satisfied and the method becomes anconditionally unstable if IUI> 2__ ., AX
1

J

!

r
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i APPENDIX III

THE C_DTER PROGRAM, FOR THE CYLINDER

The computer program ueed for the cylindrical container with

i specified time _ependent wall temperature is given below. The wall

! temperature is specified at 7 axial locations X=O, .208, .575, .542,

i .708, .875 and 1.0. The corresponding temperatues are denoted TO, Ti,

T2, TS, T4, T5 and T6 respectively. The values of the temperature

of each location at consecutive time levels were p_uched on data cards.

These time levels were taken 60, 30 and 20 sec.apart for runs 2, 3 and

q
4 respectively. Linear interpolation in both space and time directions

is used to determine the required values of the temperature at any
4

location and time level.

The program is written in MAD language. The symbols, U, V, T,

W and K are the same as in the text. The meaning, of the principal
?

: symbols which are not defined in the program are given below:

4

DX = AX
i

DR = AR

• D_ = &v

M = Number of divisions in the X-direet._on

N = " " " " " R-direction

G = Acceleration du_ to gravity, g

NEW = Kinematic viscosity v

2C0
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!
ALPHA = _aermal diffusivity a

BETA = Coefficient of thermal expansion

__ PR = Prandtl number
= Stream function

I •ST = The value of the stream function at the previous iteration.

i TO = Value of T at the previous time step
WO = " " W " " " " "

TiME = Dimensionless time

TAU = Time in seconds

Xl,Xa,...X6 correspond to the location of TI, T2,...T6.

1

:g

.!

|

!

1
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APPENDIX IV

_l
TYPICAL PRINTED CO_._JTER ObwFPUT

z_
The computed values of the dimensionless temperature and stream

fmlction for run number 2 at time level 60 sec.are given in the

following pages.

'9

.A.

l

!
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